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SUMMARY

A pulsad thermal blood flowmeter is described. It was

designed to satisfy the need for an implantable flowmeter which

is capable of continuous operation over a period of weeks on small

diameter (1 mm) blood vessels. The mean flow rate in the range 0

to 100 ml/minute is measured. Sampled measurements of flow rate

are made by periodically monitoring the variation of the dissipation

factor of a thin film thermistor with the flow velocity over it.

Information on the blood temperature is also obtained from this

system. The data is transmitted from the source and processed

digitally.

No suitable commercial thermistor was available so that it

had to be manufactured. A description of the D.C. diode sputtering

system which was used to deposit the thermistor material is

described. A limited study of the structure and composition of

the sputtered thermistor material, a mixture of three transition

metal oxides, is also included. The design of the thermistor

involved an examination of the heat transfer problem in order to

establish approximate equations relevant to the design. The process

steps involved in thermistor production are outlined.

The test circuitry used to assess the flowmeter is described.

The implant circuitry consists of a pulse generator, an oscillator

and a transmission gate. The data processing equipment includes

a counter and PDP8-L computer.

The flowmeter was found to operate successfully. Its

power consumption is sufficiently low for it to be useful in

many applications. Its calibration curve is non-linear and it is

capable of detecting both forward and reverse flow; however,

it does not sense flow direction.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The detection of blood flow is necessary in much of

physiological research. The circulation system is responsible for

the transportation of materials around the body and for the regula¬

tion of parameters such as temperature, water balance and acid-base

equilibrium. Data on the variations in blood supply can furnish

useful information in a study of the dynamic operation of a region or

organ. There is, however, no generally applicable technique of flow

measurement: instead there /S a number of different techniques

which are designed for specific applications. This thesis is con¬

cerned with the development and evaluation of a blood flowmeter which

will satisfy the requirements of a particular research programme to

be carried out by the Poultry Research Centre (P.R.C.), Edinburgh.

The programme is primarily concerned with the dynamic operation

of the oviduct and the renal portal system in domestic hens. The

oviduct is the tube in which the albumen, shell membrane and shell

are built up around the ovum, or yolk, to produce the egg. A

complex control mechanism operates to supply the necessary components

to the appropriate section of the oviduct when they are required by

the presence of an ovum in the section. The blood supply plays a

significant role in transporting components. It is the operation of

the control mechanism that is the subject of the research. The

approach to the investigation is to study the relative blood flow

rates to sections of the oviduct over a period of time during which
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controllable parameters affecting the bird's condition are changed.

By comparing the blood supply under different conditions both with and

without an ovum present in the duct it is possible to establish which

parameters affect the flow and hence to achieve an insight into the

control mechanism. Another vascular problem of importance is the

blood supply system to the avian kidney, which differs from the

mammalian equivalent in that it has two blood supplies, a renal

arterial supply and a renal portal system. The objective o'i this

research programme is to establish both when and why flow occurs in

each vessel of the renal portal system.

Accurate quantitative data on blood flow rates are not

available for the regions concerned. However^it has been estimated
by workers in the field that the values lie in the range 0 to 2 ml/s

in the renal portal system* and 0 to 0.5 ml/s in an active oviduct
2

segmental blood supply system. The internal diameters of the blood

vessels concerned are approximately 1 mm. In both cases it can be

assumed that the flow is essentially steady with only a small

pulsatile component whose fundamental frequency is 5 Hz. Further,
3

changes in flow rate can be assumed to occur over a period of the

order of seconds. Relatively large changes in mean flow rate in

unrestrained birds are of interest, particularly the times at which

the flow rates change., and their mean values when the steady flow

component is constant. The time scale of the measurements^ is of

the order of 10 hours, repeatable over a period of days.

1.2 The flowmeter specifications

The continuous measurement of mean volumetric flow rate is
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required in vessels whose internal diameters are approximately 1 mm

3
and whose lengths are of the order of 1 cm. The steady nature of

the flow and its slow rate of change will permit sampled measurements

to be made at a frequency of not less than 3. Hz without loss of

significant data. If the pulsatile flow component is very small

compared to the changes in the steady flow component then it may be

neglected. If not, then the mean flow rate may be obtained by

averaging the sampled measurements over the period in which the

steady flow component is constant. Averaging cannot, however, be

employed when the steady flow component is changing^ so that the
sampled flow measurements and hence the timing of the occurrence

of a change in flow rate is subject to an error associated with the

pulsatile flow component. Figure 1.1 illustrates this argument.

The timing error is expected to be small or negligible comparedxto foifK

the period over which the steady flow component has a constant

value. The detection of the direction of flow is not important*

however the system must be capable of detecting zero flow and of

measuring low flow rates. The instrument must be implanted in the

bird in order to avoid the restraining effect of external leads.

The experiments are to be carried out on caged birds after they have

recovered from surgery.

Implantable circuitry which is required to operate for long

periods imposes restrictions on the power consumption of the system.

It is proposed to use Duracell type WH3 batteries as the power

source. They have a capacity of 160 mA hours and a nominal voltage

of 1.35V. The maximum practical battery volume that can be

implanted restricts the voltage available to a maximum of 12V. A
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time (s)

Figure 1.1. An illustration of a possible source of error

which occurs when sampled measurements are made of
*

flow rate with a significant pulsatile component.
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6V system is preferable, however, because it is compatible with

existing implantable instruments used by the P.R.C. to detect

variations in the diameter of the oviduct. Further work is being

carried out by the P.R.C. to develop a rechargeable battery system

in which R.F. power is transmitted into the bird from a primary coil

on the cage to an implanted secondary coil. Preliminary results

indicate that the system, which includes rectification and smoothing,

is capable of producing 6V d.c. with a current of 1 mA for an input

power of 15W.

1.3 Principle of operation

A short survey of blood flowmeters is given in Appendix 1.

A summary of the limitations of the different methods of flow measure¬

ment is contained in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. In these tables the

frequency response of each method is considered generally under the

heading 'Detection of pulsatile flow'. 'Cannulation' is defined here

as severance of the blood vessel. 'Indirect measurement of

volumetric flow rate' implies that flow velocity is measured. The

other factors listed are self explanatory. Now, the requirements of

continuous flow measurement or of sampled measurement at a frequency

of greater than 1 Hz in 3n unrestrained bird restricts the choice of

flowmeters to electromagnetic, ultrasonic, hydrodynamic and thermal

types. The low power condition cannot be readily satisfied with

electromagnetic systems, and ultrasonic transducers are difficult to

manufacture with a lumen diameter of less than 3 mm, thereby

restricting their use to larger vessels. Hydrodynamic flowmeters

are, in general, not suitable as long-term implants. Of the four



Table1.1.

Flowmeter
limitations

mathods

duration "and continuity

fordetection of pulsatileflow
bidirectional

linear calibration

cannulation necessary

dependence onfluid properties
directmeasurement ofvolumetric flowrate

OU-tftow

method

shorttime repeatableat intervals

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

venous
occlusion

shorttime repeatableat intervals

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

travelling
markers

singledetermination repeatableat intervals

no

no

yes

insome cases

no

yes

marker
dilution

singledetermination repeatableat intervals

no

no

—

no

insome cases

no

displacement
methods

shorttime repeatableat intervals

•no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

thermal

continuous

inSome cases

insome cases

no

insome cases

yes

no

electromagnetic

continuous

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

ultrasonic

continuous

yes

insome cases

yes

no

no

no

hydrodynamic

see

Table1.2.

-



Table1.2.Hydrodynamicflowmeterlimitations
methods

duration and

fordetection of

bidirectional
linear

cannutation

dependence onfluid
drectmeasurement ofvolumetric

continuity

pulsatileflow

calibration
necessary

properties

flowrate

venturi

continuous

no

no

no

yes

no

no

orifice

continjjous

poor

yes

no

yes

no

no

pitot

continuous

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

pressuregradient
continuous

yes-

yes

no

no

no

no

rotameter

continuous

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

electroturbinometer
continuous

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

bristle&pendulum
continuous

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no
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types* a thermal method appears best to satisfy the dimensions and

conditions of this application. The isothermal flowmeter is the only

thermal type suitable for use in very low flot" conditions. However,

this flowmeter requires complex control circuitry, which is difficult

to implant. It was decided, therefore, to use a new variation of

the type that exploits the dependence of the dissipation factor of a

thermally-sensitive resistor on the velocity of the ambient medium.

First considering the transducer, both metal films and tran¬

sition metal oxide thermistors have been used in steady state heat

transfer flowmeters. Metal films such as platinum-silver alloys

have a positive temperature coefficient of resistance"* of the order

of G.1%/°C at 20°C, while thermistors of the transition metal oxide

type have negative t.c.r.s^ in the range 1 to 5%/°C at the same

temperature. The t.c.r. of the transducer will, in part, determine

the sensitivity of the flowmeter for a given heating power.

Therefore it is proposed to employ the transition metal oxide type.

The resistance of this type of thermistor, R, at temperature, T, is

where Ro is the resistance at reference temperature To. The units

of temperature are degrees Kelvin. E is a constant for a particular

thermistor material and has units of temperature. Equation 1 may be

linearised by introducing the approximation

which is valid when T-To« To. o<Q is the temperature coefficient of

approximately giver/ by

1.1

1.2

resistance measured around To. It is defined^ as



Substituting equation 1.1 in 1.3 and differentiating gives

8
1 A0< =- "Tpi - 1.4

Over the temperature range involved in the flowmeter application ex.
Q

can probably be assumed to be constant, providing To lies within this

temperature range.

The basic principle of the flowmeter is illustrated in figure

1.2 for a negative temperature-coefficient thermistor. A train of

identical constant-current pulses is supplied to the thermistor which

is located in the blood stream. The magnitude of the current pulses

is sufficient to cause significant Joule heating during the pulse.

The pulse repetition rate is adjusted to permit the device to cool to

ambient temperature between pulses. Considering a single pulse, the

leading-edge height of the voltage pulse is determined by the

resistance of the thermistor at ambient temperature. The trailing-

edge height is determined by the resistance at some higher tempera¬

ture which is a function of the Joule heating, the thermal capacity

of the device and the rate of flow of heat from its boundaries.

When the temperature of the thermistor surface rises above ambient

temperature and forced convection operates, the rate of flow of heat

into the blood is a function of its velocity over the heated surface.

In this situation the trailing edge height is a function of several

factors, including the flow velocity averaged over the period in which

convection contributes to the transient heat transfer. Hence the

resulting measurement of flow velocity is an average value and, if the

period of averaging is comparable to the pulsatile flow period, then
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Figure 1.2. The voltage and temperature response of a N.T.C.

thermistor to a step and pulsed heating current. The thermistor
is located in the blood stream.
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the accuracy of the flow measurement is improved, particularly when

the steady flow component changes.

The relationship between the relevant factors can be evolved

from the following approximate analysis. The instantaneous power

equation applicable to the thermistor at time can be written thus;

+kV)(T-£) 1.5

where P is the power dissipated in the thermistor. T and T. are the
b

temperatures of the thermistor and blood respectively. C is the

heat capacity of the thermistor, that is, the energy required to

raise its temperature by 1°C without heat loss from its boundaries.

K(u), the dissipation factor, is the power required to maintain the

thermistor at 1°C above the ambient temperature. Its value is a

function of the geometry of the device and of both the thermal
8

properties and velocity of the ambient medium. Rasnussen estab¬

lished an empirical relationship between the dissipation factor of

bead thermistors and the velocity of the medium, u, in the form

, - bu.
K (K') ~ K (o) + s (I ~ J I*®

where K(o) is the dissipation factor at zero flow (i.e. the

dissipation constant) and K(o) + a is the limiting value approached

at high relative velocities. Both a and b are constants. K(u) is

measured under steady state heat transfer conditions so that K^(u),
a modified dissipation constant, must be used in equation 1.5 to take

into account the limited development of the thermal field in the blood

at time t2« K(u) and K*"(u) bear similar relationships to velocity.
This is discussed in Chapter 4.
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The power dissipated in the thermistor is given by

P = I*R =l\0-«.(T-To))
=r^i-\((r-Tk)+(Tk-T.)))

1.7

providing T-To « T^. Variations in blood temperature in the regions
concerned in this application have been estimated* to be *2°C about

the mean value, 4P°C.
In addition,assume that the current pulse width is sufficiently

small for the temperature rise to be regarded as linear, so that

1.8£L = r-T,
dt

where the times t^ and are defined in figure 1.2.
Substituting equations 1.7 and 1.8 in 1.5 gives

!%('- «.(<T-V+crk-To))) = c + *,'«D(T-Tk)

T T _ .
b k'W) * -£— + I*R «. 1,9

Cj Ci
The temperature difference at tg is a function of two variables,

the blood temnerature and the dissipation factor, the other factors

in the equation being constant in this application. Hence,by

measuring both the leading-edge height and the difference in leading-

and trailing-edge heights' of the voltage pulses?it is possible to
monitor periodically the blood temperature and the blood velocity

over the transducer. The velocity measurement must be corrected for

variations in blood temperature. The sampling frequency is inversely

related to the thermal time constant of the thermistor at zero flow.

The flowmeter can be calibrated in terms of volumetric flow rate

providing the flow is laminar, the diameter of the vessel and the
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fluid properties are constant and the location of the transducer is

fixed with respect to the velocity profile of the flow. The

instrument is, in fact, measuring mass flow rate. However, provided

that the density of blood is constant, the flowmeter output can be

regarded as representing volumetric flow rate. In turbulent flow,

the blood velocity over the transducer is a function of local tur¬

bulence which cannot be readily related to the volumetric flow rate.

The flowmeter is potentially capable of measuring both forward

and reverse flox<r, but it is unable to sense flow direction. The

calibration curve is non-linear and has the shape, derived from

equations 1,6 and 1.9, which is illustrated in figure 1.3. It can

be seen that the flowmeter is more sensitive at low flow rates.

Wlf%
This transient mode of operation, compared jt<f the steady state heat

transfer mode, has the advantages that only one thermistor and

relatively simple implant circuitry is required. Further, there is

no possibility of overheating the environment. The system may be

operated using constant voltage pulses and monitoring the resulting

current pulses. However^with negative temperature coefficient
thermistors there is a possibility of thermal runaway occurring and

for this reason the constant current mode is used.

1.4 The transducer

The complete transducer consists of a thermistor located in a

fixed position in a short section of artificial blood vessel which

replaces a section of the natural vessel. The minimum diameter of

the natural vessel in which the system can be employed is imposed by

the dimensions of the thermistor and by the surgical problems of
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implantation. The conditions restricting the thermistor dimensions

are that it must not obstruct the flow and it must be of such a shape

as to minimise hemolysis. The mode of operation of the transducer

imposes further conditions. The thermal time constant of the

thermistor and its support is inversely related to the sampling rate

of the flow measurement. The thermal time constant,?' , is given

by the equation

Hence?it is directly related to the volume of material involved, and
is a decreasing function of the surface area of the device. There¬

fore, ideally, a device with a minimum volume and a maximum surface

area is required. The geometry also defines, in part, the transit

time of the thermal disturbance between the region in the device in

which heat is generated and the device surface. The transit time

is obviously required to be small compared to the duration of the

heating pulse. This point is well illustrated by preliminary experi¬

ments which were carried out to test the basic principle of operation.

An S.T.C. p-type bead thermistor with a diameter of 0.5 mm was

supplied with a constant current pulse which was sufficiently large

to cause significant self heating. This was carried out in both

still air and still water environments which were at the same

temperature. When identical current pulses were applied identical

voltage pulses were produced even when steady state heat transfer

conditions were approached. This implies that thermal equilibrium

is approached without involving heat transfer from the surface of the

bead. Hence^in order to satisfy the above conditionSjthe geometry
most suited to this application is a thin film. A mechanical support
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is necessary for the device, irrespective of its geometry, when used

in potentially high velocity environments. The support will contri¬

bute to the effective volume which determines the thermal time constant

of the device. The contribution is a function of the duration of the

heating pulse and is minimised by the use of materials with suitable

thermal properties.

The one commercial thin film thermistor available has too large

2
a surface area (3 x 3 mm ) to be of use in small diameter vessels.

Further, the factors of high cost (£20), poor quality of manufacture

and long delivery times do not recommend it for use in larger

vessels. It was therefore considered necessary to manufacture

suitable thin film thermistors as the first stage in the development

of the flowmeter.

1.5 Associated circuitry

A block diagram of the proposed implant and receiver-data

processing systems is shown in figure 1.4. The requirements of

implantation, and hence the radio transmission of data, suggests a

data extraction system based on frequency counting techniques applied

to a carrier which is frequency modulated by the voltage pulses.

The problem of identifying the information bearing section of the

received signal is solved by transmitting only during the heating

pulse. A wide bandx-xidth at the receiver input is permissible

because the location of the receiver antenna can be close to the bird

and so achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio. The logic circuitry

controls the input of an UP/DOWH counter so that frequencies corres¬

ponding to voltages averaged over a short period at the leading and
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IMPLANT CIRCUITRY.

a

i

Figure 1.4# A block diagram of the flowmeter circuitry.
»

i
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trailing edges of the voltage pulse are registered. A PDP-8L

computer is used to correct the flow readings for variations in deep

body temperature%to average the pulsatile flow component and also for
data compression.

This thesis is concerned with the circuitry required to evaluate

a thin film thermistor as the transducer in the pulsed thermal flow¬

meter described. It is intended to investigate the performance

using a model flow system with circuitry designed to meet the test

requirements. The telemetry link is being developed separately by

the P.R.C.9
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Chapter 2

SPUTTERING - THEORY AND EQUIPMENT

2.1 Introduction

A literature survey revealed one paper**"5 concerned with the

deposition of films of transition metal oxides. In it the authors

describe the B.C. and R.F. triode equipment used to sputter a range

of sintered oxides of manganese, nickel and cobalt; of manganese and

cobalt; and of manganese and nickel. The B.C. target used was a 1"

diameter disc 40 mil. thick; the R.F. target was a slab with dimen-
di-ffej-znce

sions 5" x 5" x 3/16". With a B.C. potential^of-1.4 kV the deposi¬

tion rates were 2 to 3 X/minute. R.F. deposition rates as high as

1500 X/minute were achieved, but the R.F. power input was not stated.

The chemical composition and structure of the B.C. sputtered films,

produced in an argon atmosphere, were found to be identical to the

target material. The R.F. sputtered films required a 5% oxygen :

95% argon atmosphere to produce films with the same chemical

composition and electrical properties as the target. The target was

not apparently cooled.

Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with a description of the

sputtering equipment and the relevant theory together with the results

obtained when the author attempted to repeat the work described in

the above paper using a diode system.

2.2 Mechanisms

The mechanisms advanced to explain sputtering divide into two

types, namely?chemical and physical. The mechanism of chemical
sputtering is based on the formation of volatile transient compounds
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created by the reaction of the atmosphere gas with the target

material. These compounds partially decompose when deposited to

form a film of the target material. This mechanism is therefore

limited to cases where the chemical components of such compounds are

present. The sputtering yield is almost constant and independent

of the incident ion energy.

Two types of theory have been advanced to explain physical

sputtering; evaporation theory and momentum transfer theories. In

recent years, with the increased availability of experimental data,

the latter has gained importance. However, the evaporation theory

may still apply in special cases.^ The first evaporation theory
12

was advanced by von Hippel (1926), and was later extended by
13

Townes (1944). It is based on the concept that the impinging ion

gives up its energy to the surfacejproducing a rapid rise in tempera¬

ture over a small region of atomic dimensions, causing local evapora¬

tion of the surface material. This theory fails to explain several

important points;

1. It predicts a linear relationship between yield and incident

ion energy which is, in general, not found experimentally.

(Figure 2.1).

2. The energy range of the ejected particles is considerably

higher than the value predicted by this theory.

3. The number of the ejected particles is found to be a function

of the ratio of the mass of the incident ion to the atomic

number of the target atoms. (Figures 2.2 and 2.3).

4. The angular distribution of the ejected particles is a function

of the angle of incidence and energy of the bombarding ions.

(Figures 2.4 and 2.5).
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The inability of the evaporation theory to explain the above points

has resulted in a decline in its acceptance. The points^however^are
satisfactorily explained by momentum transfet theories which are

based on the concept of elastic impacts occurring between the incident

ions and the target atoms, with the transfer of momentum to the

target. Particles may be ejected by the initial impact or by sub¬

sequent collisions between displaced atoms within the crystal lattice.
18

In 1908 Stark proposed a mechanism based on the incident ions

entering the target material and undergoing a series of collisions

with the target atoms. In order for sputtering to occur by such a

collision process, the momentum vector of the incident particle must

be rotated through 180° as a result of collisions, with transfer of

19
momentum to the surface atoms. Kingdon and Langmuir suggested a

two-stage interaction where initially the bombarding ions drive the

target atoms into the surface?forming microscopic depressions.
Further ions may then be elastically scattered from the displaced

atoms in the depression and may remove atoms from the edge of the

depression. The experimental evidence in favour of this theory is,

however, poor. Many workers have contributed to this field and

several simplified treatments of this situation have been proposed in

which it is assumed that the sputtering action is due to two-particle
20

collisions. An interesting example, evolved by Pease, produces

theoretical results which are close to the experimental results.

He derives an approximate expression to describe the sputtering ratio

based on a collision model in which the impact phenomena are con¬

sidered as a series of txTO-particle collisions between atoms, some of

which are ejected from the surface. The incident ions may penetrate
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the surface layers and displace atoms from lattice sites in the

material. Sufficient energy may be imparted to the displaced atoms

for them to produce further displaced atoms. Of the displaced

atoms, 50% diffuse to the surface and escape. The sputtering ratio,

ji, defined as the ratio of the number of atoms sputtered to the
number of incident ions, is given by

* *

for normal incidence,, and 2WQ< W < where W^ denotes the energy

required to displace an atom from its site, W denotes the mean

energy of the struck atoms and W denotes the maximum energy whichmax

can be imparted to a stationary atom. The first factor in the

equation represents the mean energy deposited in each atomic layer

in primary displacement collision; the second factor represents

half the mean total number of displacements per unit energy

deposited; the third represents the mean number of atomic layers

which contribute to sputtering. Three types of collision interaction

are recognised and classified according to the energy range of the

incident ion. They are:

1. At high energies the incident ions penetrate the electron

clouds of the target atoms and interact with the target atoms

through Coulomb repulsion of their positive nuclear charges.

2. At intermediate energies the electron clouds partially screen

the positive charges.

3. At low energies there is little penetration of the electron

cloud and classical hard-sphere collisions occur between atoms.

When the variation in the collision cross-section term, ), is
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taken into account in equation 2.1, the shape of the theoretical

yield/incident-ion-energy curve is similar to the experimentally

derived curve shown in /igure 2.1. In the hard-sphere collision

range, the observed discrepancies between theory and experiment are

that the theoretical values are approximately 1.5 times too low.

(This is the energy range used in sputtering applied to film deposi¬

tion.) This, Pease suggests, may arise from the approximations made

in the treatment of secondary collisions. This aspect of the
21

problem was considered by Silsbee. He suggested that the trans¬

ference of energy and momentum "between atoms in a crystalline solid

may be affected by the well-ordered nature of the lattice.

Energy and momentum from successive collisions may be focus^ed
into those directions defined by the close-packed rows of atoms, and,

on intersection with a free surface, give rise to preferential ejec¬

tion in the same direction. Experimental work using single crystal

targets has demonstrated that preferential ejection does occur in

particular directions and with an energy distribution which are

22
consistent with the focused collision concept. In general both

random and preferential ejection of particles take place in a poly-
23

crystalline target.

It is not* accepted that the ejection mechanism is one of

momentum transfer in which the focusing mechanism plays an important

role along with two-particle collisions on the surface. The theory

shows good agreement with the experimental results of yield measure¬

ments. The fall-off in yield at very high energies can be explained

by the decrease in collision cross-section and by the very deep

penetration of the ions which, on recoil, fail to acquire sufficient
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momentum for them to be transferred back to the surface. The

tailing off of yield at low energies can be explained by a process in

which several collisions are necessary to dislodge a surface atom.

The ejection energies and angular distribution of the sputtered atoms

of all energies are in a range and direction which are consistent

with this theory.

2.3 D.C. Diode sputtering

In a D.C. diode sputtering system, a glow discharge is created

between parallel plate electrodes in a low pressure gas. The

target material is used as the negative electrode and hence is bom¬

barded by positive ions. The sputtered atoms are deposited

principally on the anode where the substrates are located. A short

description of the glow discharge mechanism is given in Appendix 2

together with a description of the method of shielding those parts of

the cathode from which no sputtering is required.

For sputtering to occur at a useful rate the discharge must be

operated in the abnormal glow region of its V-I characteristic where

the current density at the cathode is high and the glow covers this

electrode. The condition for a stable discharge (equation A.2.4) is

1 =

2T

where X is the emission coefficient, 04, is the first Townsend coefficient

and d' is approximately the length of the cathode glow. The para¬

meters which control the discharge (that is, the parameters which

determine the values of 04 and tf) in a particular gas with a specified

target are pressure and applied voltage. The deposition rate

typical'of D.C. sputtering isldS per minute. This is achieved when
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-2 -1
operating with a gas pressure of between 10 and 10 torr with an

earthed anode and a cathode potential of the order of -1 kV. The

lower pressure limit is set by the pressure necessary to produce a

self-sustaining abnormal glow discharge, and the upper pressure limit

is the value above which an arc discharge occurs. The deposition

rate is an increasing function of pressure and applied voltage in the

above ranges. The electrode separation, d, is not a significant

controlling factor in the discharge providing d>d'. However, it

does assume importance when considering the uniformity of the

deposited film. This is examined in a later section.

Argon is used as the atmosphere in the glow discharge because

it is inert, readily available and has a low breakdown voltage.

When electronegative gases, such as oxygen, are used in addition to

the inert gas the deposition rate of the sputtered particles is found
24

to decrease significantly. Electronegative gases are defined here

as those gases which have a pronounced tendency temporarily to attach

electrons and form negative ions in the glow discharge environment.

The decrease in deposition rate reflects the decrease in positive
25 26ions which are available to bombard the target. Recent work '

using small partial pressures of oxygen (10 ^ to 10 ^ torr) has intro¬

duced some doubt as to the validity of the electron attachment
27

hypothesis as the complete explanation. Jones et al. suggest

that the observed decrease in deposition rate is due to oxygen

adsorption on the target surface creating a surface layer which

sputters less readily than the original target components. In the

pressure range used in the work in this thesis the relative importance

of the two hypotheses is not yet clear.
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A magnetic field acting parallel to the discharge field is often

used in order to reduce the number of electrons lost to the chamber

wall. It also causes an increase in the number of ionising

collisions by increasing the mean free path of the electrons so that

the energy they acquire between collisions increases. The net

effect is an increase in the number of positive ions available to

bombard the target and an increase in the deposition rate. This is

considered in detail in Appendix 3.

2.4 R.F. diode sputtering

A D.C. glow discharge can be used as a source of ions to

sputter conducting targets only, since a positive charge will build

up on the surface of a non-conducting target and prevent further

bombardment. This problem can be overcome by applying a radio

frequency potential to a metal electrode behind the non-conducting

target. Power is fed into the chamber via the displacement current

through the dielectric material so that its exposed surface effec¬

tively has a time varying potential applied to it. By using this

arrangement as one electrode in a diode system, the other being

earthed, it is possible to create a self-sustaining glow discharge

between the electrodes in a low pressure atmosphere.

During each cycle of the applied R.F. voltage, electron current

and positive ion current alternatively flow from the plasma to the

target. Since the electron mobility is considerably larger than the

ion mobility, an excess of electrons can be expected to arrive at the

target each cycle, leaving a net negative charge on the target sur¬

face and causing its effective potential with respect to the plasma

potential to become more negative. This process will continue until
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sufficient net charge has been deposited on the target surface to

cause its effective potential to reach an equilibrium value about

which the radio-frequency swing causes equal electron and ion

currents to flow. Thus the ion current will flow for appreciably

more than half the total cycle to compensate for the high mobility
28

of the electrons. This was first explained by Butler and Kino

whentfiepstudied plasma sheath formation by radio-frequency fields.

A pictorial representation of iMr explanation of the mechanism is

shown in Figure 2.6.

The target surface can be considered to have an effective

negative D.C. potential with an R.F. component superimposed. The

magnitude of the D.C. potential is a function of the frequency and

amplitude of the applied R.F. potential, the plasma density and the

geometry of the target. For frequencies above 10 KHz, the effec¬

tive D.C. potential closely approaches the peak R.F. potential.

Butler and Kino's results of measurements of R.F. voltage applied

versus D.C. wall potential obtained are shown in Figure 2.7.

The existence of a negative potential on the target surface

results in the creation of an ion sheath over the target surface and

ion bombardment of the surface. The thickness of the ion sheath is

time varying and defined by the R.F. component. The average energy

of the bombarding ions is equal to the effective surface D.C.

potential and the spread of energies is a function of both the

frequency of the applied potential and of the plasma density. As

the frequency increases, the quantity of positive charge accumulated

per cycle on the surface decreases^so that the extent of the varia¬
tion in surface potential decreases. A frequency of 13.56 MHz,
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Figure 2.7, Peak R.F. applied voltage versus resulting D.C.
28

wall potential.
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allotted by the G.P.O. for industrial use, is used in this work. In

general, for a fixed frequency and a fixed system geometry, the

deposition rate obtained when using R.F. power is an increasing

function of the applied R.F. voltage or power, and is an increasing
function of pressure within a limited pressure range. Pressure

determines the plasma density.

The physical appearance of the discharge resembles that of the

abnormal D.C. glow discharge. The controlling parameters of applied

power at 13.56 MHz and pressure operate in a similar manner to the

D.C. abnormal glow case. However,the pressure range for R.F. dis-
-3 -2

charge work is considerably lower, namely, between 10 and 10 torr.

_3
Also the deposition rates are higher. Operating at 8 x 10 torr

with a power input of 300 W the deposition rate is typically 450 £ per

min. The high deposition rates make this system attractive for

sputtering conductors as well as insulators. One way of achieving

this is by placing an insulator between the conducting target and the

electrode in order to satisfy the condition of no net D.C. current

flow. The effects of an applied magnetic field and of electro¬

negative gases in the atmosphere are similar to the D.C. case.

2.5 Multicomponent Targets

When the target material is an alloy or a compound and the film

produced is required to have the same composition as the target it is

necessary to consider further the interaction at the target surface

and also at the substrate surface. The sputtering rate of a

particular atom is a function of the mass of the atom, its binding

energy and its surface concentration relative to other surface atoms.
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Therefore^different elements in a compound target sputter at

different rates. In the initial period of sputtering those elements

whose sputtering rates are high are removedythereby reducing the sur¬

face concentration of these components and exposing a larger surface

area of the components which sputter more slowly. Hence,the com¬

ponents with an initially lower sputtering rate increase their surface

concentrations at the expense of those with the initially higher

ratesj and the sputtering rates alter correspondingly. It is found

that an equilibrium occurs in which the sputtering rates achieve
Ce-n

values such as to eject particles in the same coi^trations as they are
present in the bulk target. In this situation the concentrations of

the different sputtered atoms arriving at the surface of the growing
29film are the same as the bulk concentration. This presupposes

that the elevated temperature of the target due to the bombardment

does not increase to the point where ions can diffuse from the bulk

to the surface.

The rate at which a component is incorporated into the film

depends on several factors, the two most significant being its re-

sputtering rate and its sticking probability, that is, the ratio of

the number of particles being absorbed on the surface to the number

arriving at the surface. The influence of the resputtering rates of

the components on film composition decreases with increasing deposi¬

tion rate. The sticking coefficient for metals on a growing metal
29film has been found to be approximately one ,and most molecular

gases have sticking coefficients on metal substrates which are less
29than unity. Therefore?it is probable that films will be deficient

in those components which are normally found in the gaseous state.
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To compensate for this loss it is possible to add traces of the gas

to the sputtering chamber atmosphere. Chemical combination can take

place in three possible sitos, namely, on the target surface, in

flight, and on the substrate surface. If the target surface is, for

example, a non-stoichiometric oxide or a mixture of oxides, then

chemisorption of the reactive gas is possible at suitable sites on

the surface. The chemisorbed gas is then sputtered with the target

material,thereby increasing the concentration of the gas atoms in

the particles arriving at the substrate surface. In flight recom¬

bination is important when the mean free path of the sputtered atoms

is small compared to the interelectrode spacing so that there is a

high probability of collision with the reactive gas. Gas

incorporation at the substrate can arise from highly energetic

particles which penetrate into the growing film, and from chemi-
30

sorption on the surface of the film which may be followed by a

31
second adsorption process thus;

2
site + J 0 O-chemisorbed

O-chemisorbed + M —> MO

(solid solution)

A description of the chemisorption process at the target and

substrate is extremely complex. The gas is present in the discharge

in ionic, atomic and molecular states, and the particles can have a

32wide range of kinetic energies, so that several different chemi¬

sorption processes probably occur, each process possibly involving

more than one stage. Also the gas particles may be physically

trapped prior to a chemical reaction. It is possible, however, to

examine the processes in a simplified way and indicate the controlling
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parameters and their relationships. For chemisorption to occur the

adsorbate must have the necessary activation energy, E, and must

collide at or near a suitable vacant site on the adsorbent. The

total number of sites available is defined by the nature of the

adsorbent. For the particle to become permanently adsorbed it must

lose, during its impact with the surface, any energy in excess of

that required for the chemical reaction, otherwise it will desorb.

This factor is important when physical adsorption is a precurser to

chemisorption. Finally, not every particle is adsorbed. Even

when all the above conditions are met, only those which satisfy all

the stages of a particular process are chemisorbed. These condi¬

tions can be expressed in terms of the sticking probability, S, for
30

the activated adsorption of a particle, thus:

o* is the probability factor that the particle will pass through all

stages of a particular adsorption process. f(9) is a function of the

surface concentration, 9, of adsorbed particles and represents the

probability that collision will take place at an available site. T

denotes temperature and R is a constant. Both C* and E may vary with

0. It is frequently found that the rate of adsorption decreases

extremely rapidly with increasing surface coverage by the adsorbate

and this can only be explained in terms of a variation in the activa¬

tion energy and/or the probability factor. Now^the number of gas

particles arriving in unit time is proportional to the gas pressure,

hencejthe number of sites occupied in unit time is^function of
pressure, the exact relationship depending on the nature of the

- £/rt
2.2
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adsorption. The effect of an increase in temperature is to increase

the sticking probability. Therefore during the sputtering process,

when adsorption sites are created at the target and substrate, the

sticking probability of a gas particle is an increasing function of

temperature and is a function of the reactive gas pressure.

Consider now the situation where the number of gas particles

arriving at the surface is of the same order of magnitude as, or

greater than, the number of chemisorbed sites being created. An

equilibrium is achieved where the number of adsorbed particles equals

the number of desorbed particles, and the fraction of available sites

occupied, , is constant. The term is found to be a function of
30

temperature and pressure and from Langmuir's adsorption theory is

where E^denotes the activation energy for desorption and K is a
constant. Therefore, although the number of available adsorption

sites is defined by the nature of the adsorbent, the maximum number -

that may be occupied is directly related to pressure and is a

decreasing function of temperature. The factor f(9) in equation T^.Z

will therefore decrease with increasing temperature in the equilibrium

situation. Thus the sticking probability becomes a more complex

function of temperature than suggested by equation 2.2.

The inclusion of the inert atmosphere gas, argon, in the film

is also probable. However, the quantities involved are small,

because only those argon particles with sufficient kinetic energy to

32
penetrate into the growing film will contribute significantly to

adsorption at these surface temperatures.

given as

—E = KfiS
I - <t> f
I

2.3
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2.6 Sputtering Equipment

A diode system with a grounded anode is used (Figure 2.8).

The cathode block was made from designs supplied by the Plessey

Company. It consists of a 4" diameter water cooled cathode with

earthed shields spaced approximately 3 mm from it. The target

material is clamped on the exposed surface of the cathode by part of

this shield with the appropriate insulation. The power supply is

connected to the copper water pipes on the cathode and these are

insulated from the earth by 4' lengths of Teflon tubing. Feed-

throughs to a tungsten filament are included in the cathode block so

that the filament can be heated to assist in initiating an R.F. dis¬

charge. The anode is water cooled and its height is adjustable so

that the interelectrode spacing can be varied between j and 6 cm.

A roller blind shutter, which is made of Kapton, a Du Pont plastic

(melting point - none: zero strength temperature 815°C), is fitted

to the anode block. The chamber is a 6" bore Q.V.F. Pyrex glass

cylinder. This rests on an aluminium collar which is designed to

permit the introduction of various feedthroughs into the chamber.

The feedthroughs are made from 1" diameter stainless steel bolts

modified to serve as inlets for gas and cooling water, and as rotary

and electrical feedthroughs. The gauge head of an Edwards Model 8/2

Pirani gauge used to monitor chamber pressure is connected into the

chamber using a suitable modified stainless steel bolt. The cathode

shield, anode, aluminium collar and base plate are carefully earthed.

The pumping unit consists of an Edwards E04 water cooled

diffusion pump and an Edwards ED150 rotary pump with a water cooled

chevron baffle and baffle valve on the diffusion pump^and an alumina
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Figure 2.8. A diagram of the sputtering chamber.

( see key on page 40 )
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A - target

3 - substrate

G - heater filiament

D - roller blind shutter

E - earthed shield and clamp

F - P.T.F.E.

G - oarings

l-l - stainless steel bolts

J - aluminium

K - Simplifix couplings

L - screws for earth connection

Key to Figure 2.3
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oil trap in the roughing line. This system achieves an ultimate
-5

chamber pressure of 10 torr. Pressure is measured by an Edwards

Model T101 Pirani gauge in the backing line and an Edwards Model

T1001 Penning gauge in the roughing line (Figure 2.9). A photo¬

graph of the system is shown in figure 2.10.
33

The D.C. power supply is variable between 0 and 4 kV and can

deliver up to 1 A. The R.F. power supply consists of a National

power amplifier Model NCL-2000 excited by a Heathkit DX-40V trans¬

mitter. This system provides a maximum continuous output power of

1 kW at 13*5 MHz. A Variac is connected across the primary of the

transformer which provides the H.T. supply to the output valves of the

power amplifier in order to allow adjustment of the output power to

any value below 1 kW. Power is fed by a 52 -ft- coaxial line, through

a Bird model 43 R.F. power meter and a matching unit to the cathode

block. The matching unit consists of a water cooled variable

inductor earthed at one side and directly connected to the cathode

cooling pipes at the other with a variable capacitor connected across

it. The inductor resonates with the electrode-shield capacitance and

the electrode-plasma capacitance near the operating frequency and the

variable capacitance is used for final tuning (Figure 2.11). When

this unit is adjusted for minimum reflected power in the line the

value of V.S.W.R. lies between 1.1 and 1.2. All components are

placed close together and the unit is situated at a small fraction of

the operating wavelength from the sputtering chamber. Any length of

cable can be used to connect the power generator to the matching

unit, since this appears as a correct termination to the line. Two

Helmholtz coils (Electroinductor Products, type EI0101, 500 turns
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each) are placed outside the chamber to provide a magnetic field

normal to the target and substrate. The current in the coil is

variable between 0 and 5 A.

The gas mixing system, shown in figure 2.12, is used to prepare

the required gas mixtures for the chamber atmosphere. The gases are

bled into the premix cylinder to form the required mixture and the

component gas cylinders closed. The mixture is then bled into the

chamber using a Leybold micrometer screw valve. 50% of the mixture

is fed into the chamber during the initial pump down to insure that

the chamber atmosphere has the required composition. This is done

by pumping the chamber down to its ultimate pressure. The premixed

gas is then flushed through the chamber using the rotary pump only

and the chamber pumped down for a second time. The accuracy of this

gas mixing method is a function of the ratios of the component gases.

For the worst case when one component constitutes less than 10% of

the mixture the possible error in this component is approximately

125%.

The target material is supplied by Standard Telephone

Laboratories, Harlow, and consists of a three oxide mixture of 50%

manganese oxide (Fermac 74% Mn), 25% nickel oxide (Monde) and 25%

copper oxide (Albright and Wilson) sintered into a solid solution

structure. The process used is as follows: dry mix for two hours

with 0.5% P.V.A. binder; compress into a 2" dia. i" thick dies;

fire and sinter from room temperature at a rate of 125°C per hour to

a maximum of 500°C, then 250°C per hour from 500°C to 1200°C; hold

at 1200°C for four hours in a 5 litre per minute air flow; cool at

250 C per hour. The bulk resistivity of the disc produced is 13.3 -Ttcm)
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with a 12% spread over the surface and its B value is 2010, where

T71 , %
6 = ^Inn. T— 2.4h ~ U Kr,

where = 343°K and = 298°K. The low resistivity material is

chosen in order to produce thin film thermistors of around 1 KM.

with a practical geometry. This implies, however, that the sensitivity

of the thermistor to temperature change is also low since the resis¬

tivity and B value are directly related. This point is discussed in

a later section. The target is sputtered for four hours when first

introduced into the chamber to facilitate outgas^ing. Also, before

each film is deposited, the target is sputtered for 5 minutes with the

shutter closed in order to allow the system to stabilise.

The substrates used in the basic sputtering work are 1" x £" x

1/25" Corning 7059 microsheet glass, with a J" wide, 8,000 R thick

gold pad along two sides of the surface to produce a square area

of glass. The substrates were supplied by the Poultry Research

Centre thin film group. The gold pads are partially shielded during

sputtering and are used to establish electrical contact with the

thermistor material. The substrates are carefully cleaned before

sputtering using the following procedure:

1. Ultrasonic wash in R.B.S. 25 detergent.

2. Thorough wash in water.

3. Ultrasonic wash in analar acetone.

4. Repeat in a second beaker.

5. Ultrasonic wash in analar propane-2-ol.

6. Repeat in a second beaker.

7. Vapour bath in aristar propane 2-ol.

The substrates are placed on the anode block and the chamber pumped
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down to its ultimate pressure before sputtering commences. When not

in use the chamber is continuously pumped out to prevent gas adsorp¬

tion on the chamber surfaces.

2.7 Operating characteristics

The uniformity of the deposited film varies with the inter-

electrode spacing and with a magnetic field. It has been found, as

an approximate rule, that the film is optimally flat when the dark

space of the discharge occupies 2/3 of the inter-electrode spacing.

Film uniformity is not a critical parameter in the production of small
2thermistors (> 2 mm ) since the area covered by the thermistor

material is very much smaller than the target area. In the experi¬

mental work an active area of square was deposited using a 2"

diameter target. The inter-electrode spacing was adjusted to produce

an optimally flat film for the average pressure and voltage used in

the D.G. range and the anode fixed at that position. The uniformity

of films, deposited with and without a magnetic field under conditions

at the extremes of the pressure and voltage ranges used, was examined

and found not to vary significantly from optimally flat. The same

procedure was carried out with the R.F. discharge and the same result

found.

The variation of deposition rate with applied D.C. voltage,

pressure, andmagnetic field is shown in figures 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15

respectively. These tests were carried out in an argon atmosphere

using the 2'" dia. S.T.L. thermistor disc as a target. Similar

graphs for the R.F. discharge system are shown in figures 2.17, 2.18

and 2.19. As expected^the deposition rate is an increasing function
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Figure 2,13. Deposition rate versus applied voltage for D.C,
sputtering with pressure = 3 x 10 Ztorr^ time =45 minutes,
magnetic field current = 3*6A and electrode spacing =4cm.
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Figure 2.14. Deposition rate versus pressure for D.C. sputtering
with applied voltage=-2kV; time=40min.; magnetic field current
= 3*6A and electrode spacing =4 cm.
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Figure 2.15. Deposition rate versus magnetic field current
for D.C. sputtering with applied voltage =-2 kVtime=40min.;
pressure =3*10"2torr and electrode spacing =4cm.
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Figure 2.16. Deposition rate versus percentage of oxygen

(by volume) in the chamber atmosphere for D.C. sputtering
with pressure = 3* 10 z torr, time=40min } magnetic field current
— 3*6 A and electrode ".spacing = 4 cm. The applied voltage^ kV.
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Figure 2.17. Deposition rate versus applied power for R.F

sputtering with pressure =7* 10"*3 torr; time =10 minutes,
magnetic field current =3»6A and electrode spacing = 3»5cm
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Figure 2.18. Deposition rate versus pressure for R.F.

sputtering with applied power=300W , time =?10 minutes,
magnetic field current' 3-6 A} and electrode spacing =3-5cm.
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Figure 2.19. Deposition rate versus magnetic field current for
R.F. sputtering with applied power=300W^ pressure = 7*10"3
torr? time= 10 minutes and electrode spacing =3*5cm.
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of the energy of the bombarding ions and the number of bombarding

ions which are determined by the power input and by the pressure

respectively. The magnetic field acts to increase the deposition

rate by increasing the amount of ionisation at constant pressure

and voltage9 and hence the number of ions bombarding the target.

Figure 2.16 illustrates the variation in deposition rate x*ith oxygen

content in the atmosphere. The R.F. deposition rates are also a

function of the type and thickness of insulator used between the

target and the target electrode. Glass 5 mm thick is used in this

work.
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Chapter 3

AIT EXAMINATION OF THE SPUTTERED FILMS

3.1 Equipment for Film Characterisation

This section is concerned with a description of the equipment

and procedures used to determine the resistivitys composition and

structure of the deposited films.

A four-point- probe resistivity jig is used to measure low

resistivity films (< 50Sl-cm) at room temperature. A current of

\(yik is arranged to flow between the two outer points? and the
voltage developed across the two inner points is measured on a valve

voltmeter. (Figure 3.1). The resistivity,j» , is calculated by
applying the formula

/o = GJ~ZtTS 3.1

where s = 0.0536 CQ) the distance between the points, and G

denotes the correction factor suggested in reference 34. The

four-point-probe system i3 not designed to measure high resis¬

tivities and an q./bzma£/ve method is adopted in which resistivity

is calculated from measurements made of the film dimensions and

resistance. The resistance meter current varies between 200a1A

on the low resistance range and 8.1A on the high range. In

order to measure the thickness of the film each substrate is

partially masked during sputtering so that a step is created between

the substrate and the film surface. This step is measured by a

Talysurf whose maximum resolution is£150 &. The film resistivity

is measured when all films have been produced in order to minimise

the error introduced by variations in room temperature. The
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film & substrate

Figure 3,1. The 4-point probe system.

Figure 3.2. The self-heating test system.
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possible error due to self heating is examined using the apparatus

jhown in figure 3.2. The fluke voltmeter has an infinite input

impedance when balanced. The resistance of a 100KA film is

measured by applying a range of currents from 0.YA to 250/A A
and measuring the voltage developed across the film. Ho

significant change in resistance is detected, consequently no

significant self heating occurs.

The variation of film resistance with temperature is measured

using a liquid paraffin temperature bath which is constantly

stirred. The accuracy of the temnerature measured is - 0.1°C.
Resistance is measured using the resistance meter.

Structure is examined using a Philips PH1010 x-ray

spectrometer. This instrument utilises the phenomenon of coherent

diffraction from a crystal set at particular angles to an incident

x-ray beam. The "reflection11 of a particular wavelength, A, of
incident radiation occurs at an angle,©, between the incident

beam and the sample surfaces when the Bragg condition

$irt O s. 3.2
Z4

is satisfied. d denotes the interatomic spacing of the diffract¬

ing planes in the crj7stal and n denotes the order of the

diffraction. If the angle of incidence of the x-rays varies,

then "reflection'' teaks are registered by a suitably placed

detector/counter whenever the crystal structure is in the correct

orientation to satisfy equation 3~Z, The instrument, shown in

diagramatic form in figure 3.3, operates by rotating the sample

about one axis to vary© and moving the detector/counter
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J
Figure 3,3. A diagram of the X-ray spectrometer.

Figure 3.4.- A diagram of the X.R.F. spectrometer.
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simultaneously through 2 9 so that any reflected raves are

registered by it. The reflected peaks are amplified and plotted

on a chart recorder.

The structure of the sputtering target and films can be com¬

pared by examining the curves they produce. Polycrystalline

samples, in which the crystallites are not aligned, produce broader

peaks than single crystal samples and imperfections in the

crystallites alter the intensity of the reflected wave. Thus the

information that can be extracted from these curves divides into

35
three parts; crystal structure is indicated by the number of

peaks and the Bragg angle at which they occur; the crystallite

size is indicated by the peak width; and the imperfections in

the lattice are indicated by the height of the peak. The

analysis of the information contained in the curves is, in fact,

considerablymore complex than suggested. For example, the peak

height is a function of film thickness, crystallite size and

relative orientation of crystallites. However, only a limited

anatysis of the results is proposed in which the above statements

are valid. The films examined are one micron thick in order that the

reflected wave has a sufficiently' large intensity to be easily

detected above the background noise. The subtrates are amorphous

and therefore cannot Bragg reflect the x-rays. However}they do
scatter the x-rays and^along with air scatter^contribute to the
background noise.

Chemical compositions are determined using a Philips PT71212

x-ray fluorescence (X.R.F.) spectrometer. The basic function of

the spectrometer is to provide a means of isolating selected
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wavelengths of the characteristic radiation emitted by an element

when excited by x-rays, irt order that intensity measurements of

this radiation may be made. The intensity of radiation of a

particular wavelength above the background noise is a direct

function of the concentration of the element present which pro¬

duces it. The isolation of the selected wavelength is achieved

by making use of the diffracting properties of a large single

crystal. This analysing crystal is set at a particular angle to

satisfy the Bragg condition for the selected wavelength which is

then reflected into the detector. A diagram of the system is

shown in figure 3.4. The sample is irradiated for ten seconds

in this case and the integrated intensity measurement is given as

a count. In practice there is a limit to the wavelength that

can be isolated by a particular crystal in a particular spectro¬

meter. This limit is determined by the value of d of the

analysing crystal and by the maximum angle through which the

detector system is free to rotate before being stopped by the

presence of the sample chamber. For the system used the upper

limit is approximately 20 X so that elements with atomic numbers

of less than 9 cannot be detected. The contribution to the back¬

ground noise by air scatter is reduced by evacuating the system.

Errors due to variation in composition over the sample are reduced

by rotating the sample while it is being irradiated.

Each intensity measurement of copper, nickel, manganese and

argon is carried out several times and the results averaged. The

compositions of the films and target are represented a3 ratios of

these elements in order to avoid the complexities and possible
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errors involved in an absolute determination. The substrate is

subjected to the sane measurements and is found to contain insig™
36nificant quantities of these elements. Errors due to long term

instrument instabilities are minimised by measuring films approxi¬

mately lpm thick so that a sufficiently high intensity of radiation
is measured during a short time period (10 seconds). The random

error in the count can be taken as - /il where N denotes the number

of counts ('■*'10"'). Errors may also arise from effects due to the

matrix and the chemical state of the elements. The electron

distribution in the outer shells determines the wavelengths of the

characteristic lines and also their relative intensities. The

maximum wavelength shift arising from variations in electron dis¬

tribution is small compared to the range examined using the colli-

mation technique employed, so that a shift in wavelength does not

introduce significant error. The error in the intensity measure¬

ment may be significant and is not readily calculable. However^
with these samples the errors due to variations in the matrix are

minimised since all the atoms in the film will be contributing

to emitted radiation. The level of background noise in part

reflects the influence of the matrix. The variation in back-

foe, . ,

ground for the different samples was found to^negligible. Errors
due to variations in chemical state are most significant in samples

of low atomic number.

3.2 Results

In order to establish the quantity of oxygen required to be

added to the chamber atmosphere to compensate for the oxygen loss
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in the sputtering process, a range of thermistors was souttered

under identical operating conditions except for the percentage

of oxygen in the atmosphere. This varied between 0% and 100%,

one value being chosen per thermistor produced. Using the B.C.

power supply, the operating conditions werejapplied voltage = —

—22.5 kV, chamber pressure = 3 x 10 tortj magnetic field current
= 3.6 A, electrode spacing = 4 cm. In the R.F. case the conditions

_3
were: power input = 300 W, chamber pressure = 7 x 10 torr,

magnetic field current = 3.6 A, electrode spacing = 3.5 cm. The

minimum film thickness chosen was 1000 &. The resistivity of

the films was measured and compared with the target resistivity to

indicate the quantity of oxygen required. However^neither the
D.C. nor R.F. results, shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively

as a graph of resistivity versus percentage of oxygen in the

chamber atmosphere,^ indicated a plateau around 13.3.n.-cm^ the target

resistivity^ as expected. Figures3.7 and 3.8 show the variation
of individual film resistances with temperature for the R.F. and

D.C. cases respectively. The 3-valuesof the films are listed in

Table 3.1. It is found that the B-value of the film decreases

with increasing oxygen partial pressure in the sputtering

atmosphere.

The structure of these films was examined using the diffract-

ometer unit and further films were deposited on circular glass

substrates of such a size that they could be fitted into the X.R.F.

equipment to examine the film composition.

The composition of the target was esmined before sputtering.

The ratios of the elements on the surfaces of two identically
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Figure 3.5. A graph of the resistivity of the material
deposited by D.C. sputtering versus the percentage of

by volume in the chamber atmosphere.
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Figure 3.6. A graph of the resistivity of the material
deposited by R,F. sputtering versus the percentage of Q,
by volume in the chamber atmosphere.
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Figure 3.8. Graphs of the resistance of R.F. sputtered films
versus temperature.
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D.C, sputtered films

% O in atmosphere 2-5 5 • 10 15 25 50 1Q0

resistivity (n.-cm) 7-6 >63 >35 0*77 047 0*2 0-14

B-valve 2000 1540 1680 1520 1360 1230 1160

R.F. sputtered films

%0 in atmosphere 5 30 70

resistivity (Qrcm) 22*10* 570 660

B-value 4060 3380 3140

TxT R,
B-value = j-j—,0% where tj-343°k and

T1 T2=298°Ke

Table 3.1. The resistivity and B-value of films sputtered •
in atmospheres with different percentages of oxygen present.
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produced targets were measured, then the surfaces were ground using

fine emery paper to remove a 0.5 mm layer. After careful cleaning

the measurements were repeated. The emery paper was examined for

Cus Hn and Ni content. This was found to be negligible. The

results are shown in Table 3.2, and demonstrate that the material

is not homogeneous. Therefore some variation in the composition

of the sputtered films can be expected. The X.R.F. measurements

of D.C. and R.F. films sputtered in atmosphere with different

oxygen pressures are also shown in Table 3.2. A fourth section

of this table shows the results obtained from D.C. films sputtered

in different chamber pressures, the oxygen content being a con¬

stant 5% throughout. The X.R.F. ratios of the components in the

sputtered films are considerably different from those in the target

and suggest that apart from the target homogeneity other mechanisms

operate to alter the composition. With the D.C. films the ratios

vary consistently with the percentage of oxygen present and with

pressure. The R.F. sputtered films produce ratios which change

significantly when oxygen is added to the chamber atmosphere.

The random error in the X.R.F. ratios is - 0,01. In order

to check that the variations in the ratios are due to variations in

the quantities of each metal present rather than to variations in

their chemical states, four samples were dissolved in Aqua Regia and

analysed by atonic absorption spectrophotometry. The maximum error

+ •

involved in this technique is - 5% so that large variations in

composition are necessary to be successfully detected. The

quantities of copper and manganese present in the films were con-

pared to standard solutions and the results presented as the
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Cu Cu Ni Ni
sample Ni Mn Mn A

target 1—surface as supplied >325 2*17 1-64 —

—ground surface 1*36 2*11 1-56 —

target 2-surface as supplied 1-4 8 1-81 1-22 —

-ground surface 1*28 1-96 1*52 —

D.C. sputtered — b °/oCk 1-24 3-3 2-75 —
( oressure =30yj )

— 5 °/oQ, 1-13 3*25 2-86 —

— 75%0> >06 ^14 2'95 —
R F sputtered — 0 %C^ 0-93 3-05 3-26 >8.8
( pressure =7 u )

— 5 %C^ 0-92 3-2 3-5 2-13
—

50%02 0-91 3-15 3-46 2-06

100 % 0-93 3-14 3*4 2-12

DC sputtered —25 ju >07 3-01 , 2-81 1-68
( 5V.O:95V. A ) '

30jj

■40 jj

■50jj

>13 3-25 2-86 >71

>18 3-36 2-85 >62

>22 3-50 2-87 >60

Table 3.2. The X.R.F. results.
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Cu
ratio Each sample was tested three tines. The results are

shoTH in Table 3.3 and demonstrate that there is a difference in

chemical composition between film. 4 and films 1. 2 and 3. The

differences between 1, 2 and 3 lie within the - 5% possible

maximum error.

The results of the investigation of the structure using the

diffractometor unit are shown in Figure 3.9. Two targets, one

with a 0.5 mm layer ground off the surface, were examined before

sputtering and found to produce similar curves with several

sharp peaks at a range of angles. Five films, which were

sputtered using the R.F. system in atmospheres containing 5,

10,25,50 and 100% of oxygen, all produced a curve with one braad

peal; which occurred at the same angle. The curves produced by

six samples, D.C. sputtered in atmospheres containing 0,10,15,25,

50 and 100% of oxygen each have one or sore peaks which occur at

different angles. The angles at which these peaks occur vary from

sample to sample and there is no obvious relationship between the

angle and the percentage of oxygen in the chamber. However^ the

angles do correspond to the angles at which peaks occur in the case

of the target.

It can be concluded that the film structures are not identical

to the target structure. However, in the D.C. case they nay be

similar. The crystallite size of the R.F. films is considerably

smaller than that of the target and has approximately the same

valae for all R.F. films. The crystallite size of the D.C. films

has a value which lies between the R.F. val«e and the target.

This is, in fact, expected because the crystallite size in a growing
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No. sample XRF ratio Mn

1 R.F 5°/oQ> 3-2.

2 R F 100%Q, 3*14

3 D.C. 25JJ 3-01
4 D.C. 50jj 3'50

cu
A.A.S. ratio Mn

(run 1) (run3), (run 3)

0*850 0*851 0*852
i

0*872 0*897 0*884

0*884 0*852 0'865

0*992 0*991 0*995

Table 3.3. The atomic absorption spectrophotometry (A.A.S.)

results.,
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film is a decreasing function of the arrival energy of the com¬

ponents of the film. In the R.F. case the mean free path of the

sputtered atoms is equivalent to the inter-electrode spacing so

that the components have a high arrival energy at the substrate. In

the D.C. case the arrival energy is much reduced by collisions with

the atmosphere gas which is at a considerably higher pressure. Con¬

sequently the crystallite size in an R.F. sputtered film is expected

to be smaller than in the D.C. sputtered film.

3.3 Discussion

In order to discuss the variations of the resistivity and B

value of the films, produced under different deposition conditions,

it is first necessary to consider the nature of the conduction

mechanism in transition metal oxides. Single stoichiometric tran¬

sition metal oxides are nearly all insulators, whereas non-

stoichiometric oxides and solid solution mixtures of oxides, in

which the different metal ions have different valency states, are

semiconductors. For example, pure stoichiometric NiO is an

37insulator with a resistivity 5 x 10 -cm; on substituting

small quantities of lithium into this lattice, the resistivity can

decrease to 10 * -fv-cm at room temperature. The cation-anion inter¬

action in these single stoichiometric oxides produces sets of low-

lying bonding energy levels which are completely filled and sets of

high-lying anti-bonding energy levels that remain unoccupied. The

presence of mixed valency cations in the semiconductors suggests that

unoccupied sites are available due to the differences in valencies.

The origin of the conduction mechanism must be sought in the process

which permits an electron to jump from one cation to another. The
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nature of this "hopping" process has not been fully explained.

However, a general picture of the conduction process can be based on

38
a simple model with localised electronic energy levels. The

charge carriers are essentially localised in the vicinity of the

cationic lattice positions. The inter-cationic spacing is usually

of such a size that, in the presence of lattice vibrations, the

cations come close enough together for transfer of charge carriers

with sufficient energy to occur with a high degree of probability.

The charge carrier is then relocalised in its new site until it

acquires sufficient activation energy to execute another jump. The

localisation of the charge carrier may be increased by additional

effects such as Landau trapping, which consists of polarisation of

the crystal lattice around the charged particle. For such an effect

to occur the charged carrier must reside on a given lattice site for

a time that is comparable with, or greater than, the vibrational

period of the lattice. Calculations of mobilities, which yield low

values, and the absence of a raeasureable Hall effect, both indicate

that such a trapping mechanism operates. If this model is valid,

then the conduction mechanism can be considered as a thermally acti-
38

vated diffusion process with a mobility

„ - ed^Vc exp^ " kj

q is the activation energy required to effect the transfer of charge

from one site to the next. d is the jump length and is the

vibrational frequency. The conductivity of the material is given by

<r =T. 72SA- K exf (~y /kT)
where n is the number of sites per unit volume available for
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conduction. The total number of sites is defined by the composition

and structure of the material, as is the*mobility'activation energy,

q. The number of sites available is an exponential function of

temperature.

Thus tx ex,p ( - /KT )
«■"> cro< 3-3

where U is the ionisation energy level of the sites which provide the

current carriers. From this equation it can be seen that the

variation of resistivity with temperature is primarily determined by

the exponential term. The B-value term, used in thermistor

technology, essentially describes the energy term,(q + y)> in this
exponential term. Consequently the B-value for the film is deter¬

mined by its composition and structure. It has been found as a

general empirical rule that resistivity and activation energy, and

hence B-value, change in the same direction when composition changes.

The sensitivity of the resistivity and B-value to variations in
g

composition is shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11 for a MnO:NiO;CuO mix.

It can be seen that significant changes in these parameters occur for

small variations in mix.

Figure 3.12 shows the variation of B-value with J3 found in
the sputtering results and illustrates that there must be a significant

change in composition and/or structure in the films compared fc© the

target, and in the R.F. films compared fe© the D.C. films. The x-ray

spectrometer results confirm that the R.F. film structure is con¬

siderably different from that of the D.C. films and the target. The

small crystallite size will cause an increase in resistivity and, as

the conduction mechanism across the crystal boundaries is also a



Figure 3,10. A graph of the variation of resistivity , at 20°C
with copper oxide content for the mixture

Mn^ONiO : CuO
8 0 : 20 ; X

6
Figure 3.11. A graph of B-value versus resistivity for the
material shown in figure 3.10. ■
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"hopping"process, the B-value will also increase. However?this is
not a complete explanation of the R.F. results since and B change

with the oxygen content of the sputtering atmosphere even when the

crystallite size of the films is approximately the same. Two

possible explanations can be given for the f and B-value dependence
on deposition conditions in both the D.C. and R.F. cases^ namely, the
ratios of the metal ions in the films may vary and also the valency

states of these ions may vary. There is evidence to suggest that

both may occur.

If the X.R.F. results are interpreted as indicating that the

ratios of the metal ions vary with deposition conditions, as the

atomic absorption spectrophotometry results partially confirm, then

the resistivity and B-value will vary widely for small variations in

the mix. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate the sensitivity of these

parameters to variations in composition for a similar chemical

system. The explanation of this variation in chemical composition

probably lies in the interaction at the target surface. If the

temperature of the target rises above the value where diffusion of

ions from the bulk material to the target surface can occur, then the

steady state conditions, where the concentrations of the different

sputtered atoms arriving at the substrate in unit time is the same as

the bulk concentration, is not achieved. The lattice structure of

the surface layers of the target is considerably altered by the bom¬

bardment which causes the selective removal of different atoms due to

their different sputtering rates. The mechanism of focused

collisions results in severe deformation of the lattice several layers

below the surface so that diffusion from this region is possible when
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the bombarding ion energies are sufficiently high. The diffusion

coefficient is exponentially related to temperature so that a

significant increase in diffusion can occur for a small variation in

target temperature. Now^considering the D.C. X.R.F. results

(Table 3.2) variation of the chamber pressure and the oxygen partial

pressure results in the ratios changing in opposite directions. That
• • • Cu

is, considering the ratio of its value decreases with increasing

oxygen content and increases with increasing pressure. The deposi¬

tion rate, and hence the target temperature^is an increasing function
of the chamber pressure (Figure 2.17) and a decreasing function of the

oxygen partial pressure (Figure 2.19) assuming that electron attach¬

ment to the electronegative gas plays an important role, so that these

X.R.F. results are consistent with the above explanation. In the

R.F. case, the X.R.F. ratios change on introducing oxygen into the

chamber. The effect of increasing the oxygen content on the target

temperature is complex because the negative ions may also bombard

the target in the R.F. case. Attempts were made to reduce the

target temperature by reducing the cooling water temperature using a

refrigeration unit. However^thermal stresses across the target

caused it to crack when the cooling water temperature was less than

10°C.

There is another possible explanation for the variation in

chemical composition. This arises from the interaction at the sub¬

strate, when variations in the deposition conditions may cause a

variation in the resputtering rates of the deposited atoms. However^
the resputtering rates are small compared to the deposition rate of

the film so that variations in their values are unlikely to cause
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significant changes in the metal ion ratios. The sticking coeffi¬

cients for metal atoms are generally accepted as having a value close

to unity. However there is a lack of information about the affects

of variations in the deposition conditions on the sticking coefficients
39of the elements used in this work. P.ecent work on the sputtering

of silicon has shown that the sticking coefficient is strongly

dependent on the deposition conditions.

Consider now the explanation that y? and B vary due to changes
in the valency states. The high resistivities of films deposited in

lot? oxygen pressures, particularly in the R.P. case indicates that

although there is a net oxygen loss in the system the deposited films

are not even partly metallic. This suggests that the metal ions

may adopt different valency states, resulting in the creation of oxide

films whose structures are different from the target structure

although the ratios of the metal ions in the films may be the same

as in the target. Small variations in the X.R.F. ratios may then

be interpreted as indicating variations in the chemical states of

the metal ions. The author was unable to find a phase diagram

applicable to this system, nor was the necessary diagnostic equipment

available to test this hypothesis.

Since it has been confirmed that the metal ion ratio does

change in at least one film it is probable that the metal ion ratio

changes sufficiently in the other films toflargelyj'account^for the

variation in f and B-value. Variations in valency states and in
structure also probably contribute to produce the range of resistivities

and B-values obtained. The presence of argon in the films will also

act to change the resistivity and B-value of the films by disrupting
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the film structure.

It has not proven possible to repeat the work of Froemel and

Sapoff and obtain films which are identical to the target with

respect to composition, resistivity and B~value. It has proven

possible to produce negative temperature coefficient films whose

resistivities vary from O.UL—cm to 10^JT?_-cm and with E-values in

the range 10Q0 to 4000°K, all from one target material

(y5, =» 13.3-/2_-cm, B = 2010°K). Reproducible films of any value in
this range (±10%) can be made by adjusting the deposition conditions

to the required values.

Further work is necessary to establish the nature of the

mechanism which alters the metal ion ratios and to determine the

relative importance of composition, valency, and structural changes

in determining the resistivity and B-values of the resulting films.

The lack of information on the sputtering of these oxides make it

desirable to carry out work to determine the behaviour of the single

oxides and two oxide mixes when sputtered.
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Chapter 4

AN EXAMINATION OF THE HEAT TRANSFER PROCESS

4.1 Introduction

The heat transfer problem involves conduction and forced con¬

vection at the boundary between a non-Newtonian fluid which is

exhibiting unsteady flow and a film which is experiencing unsteady

periodic heating. Unsteady conductive heat transfer also occurs

from the film to its support and electrical leads. A diagram of the

physical system is shown in figure 4.1. Considerable problems exist

in obtaining analytical solutions of the mathematical equations

describing the above system. Exact solutions are not possible.

Much of the difficulty lies in establishing the boundary conditions.

Further, a rigorous mathematical description of the motion of blood

presents considerable difficulties. It is necessary to simplify the

problems by applying a series of suitable approximations and

assumptions in order to achieve a useful solution. It is proposed

to present a general outline of the theory and to solve the relevant

equations, using suitable approximations, so as to estimate the order

of magnitude values of parameters relevant to the transducer design.

Further penetration and accuracy are beyond the scope of this thesis.

The transfer of heat energy at a solid-fluid interface is

governed by the laws of fluid dynamics and the laws of heat conduction

and heat storage. The theory of fluid dynamics for an incompressible

Newtonian fluid is considered first.

4.2 The fluid Dynamics Problem

The derivation of the equations of motion of an incompressible
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40
viscous fluid initially involves an analysis of the forces acting

on a volume element of the fluid with a view to applying Newton's

Second Law. For an element of fluid the Second Law can be written

in the following vector form

o s f + p 4.1

with w + kv
f tjy + hz.

and P =l?x +]?y
where J? denotes density and F aftd P denote gravitational forces and
forces acting on the boundary (i.e. pressure and friction) respectively.

- ow
The symbol W denotes the flow velocity vector andpp represents the

sum of two contributions, the local acceleration in non-steady flow

and a convective contribution. Thus for the it-component

Dt it *x by dz. 4*2
Consider a rectangular element of fluid of volume dV » dx.dy.dz

as shown in figure 4.2. The two faces of area dy.dz which are

perpendicular to the x-axis experience two resultant stresses, i.e.

resultant surface forces per unit area, and -p^ + ^♦ bx respec¬

tively. Hence the resultant surface force in the plane perpendicular

to the x-direction is given by

. dx . cl 2
b* ■

similarly for the components in the y- and z-directions. The

resultant surface force per unit volume, P, is therefore given by

P - ^ +.**1+ & . 4.31
tot by bz

The vectors, sp , Jp and-^> can be resolved into components perpendicular* 7 2-
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and parallel to each face. The normal stresses are denoted by

with a subscript indicating direction. The shearing stresses,T ,

have two subscripts, the first denoting the axis to which the face is

perpendicular. The second indicates the direction to which the

shearing stress is parallel. Hence can be written

•r »;.<r + jrxy +krxz 4.4
and the x-component of P becomes

similarly for the y- and z-components of P. All the stress components

can be conveniently represented in matrix form thus

°X,

Tyx °y Tyz.
Tzx %

It is easily proven^ that pairs of shearing stresses with subscripts

which vary only in their order are equal, for example r»y ~ry*-
Now, the system of surface forces determines the state of

stress? however these surface forces depend on the state of strain of

the fluid. It has been established empirically that for a fluid the

stress is proportional to the rate of change of strain with time,
J _

called "rate of strain", which is identical to the flow velocity

vector .

*
. • 1 I

-

7-7 =: (,a+j^+

Turning now to the stress-strain relationship for a compressible

fluid, known as Stokes' Hypothesis. When written in matrix form

in Cartesian coordinates it is given by
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V, T'» %z =■ <c o 0 V-
§!± &L

by bz fyU bX ^X if cfivW 0 0

°r Xz 0 0
bx by 6z dy by by

o diviv o

% X*1
0 0 cr Vo Xw

i, InMI

b* by bz
'bw.

bz wr bz 0 d 4)iyW

4.6

wherejx denotes viscosity and represents the arithmetic mean of
the normal stresses.

CT z 4 ( or f cr -her ) - ~p .
4.7

'in " 3 1 ' ~Y '

The negative of the mean stress is called the pressure in the fluid.

In liquids the viscosity can be regarded as independent of pressure

and a decreasing function of temperature. By assuming that the

heat generated by friction is negligible the process can be con¬

sidered isothermal. For an incompressible fluid the continuity

equation, which states that for a unit volume there is a balance

between the masses entering and leaving the unit volume per unit

time, is

cbv W =0 . „
4 O &

Hence the last term in equation 4.6 is zero for an incompressible

fluid.

By introducing the equation

cr=~f>4.<5' 4-9
it is possible to separate the non-viscous pressure terms from the

frictional terms in the final equation. From equation 4.6 the

frictional terms of the stress components can be written

f J ri*>" + frJ
ff ; V =/* (If +

; r«v<& + £> 4.10
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Returning to equation 4.5,now

p = *£* +r» dx ^ by ^ 4z
By substituting equation 4.9 in this, it becomes

P - —i£- 4- 4^* -f 4.* bx bx <^y bz
and the substitution of equation 4.10 gives

By applying the continuity equation again this becomes

Corresponding expressions are obtained for the y~ and z-components.

If these expressions are substituted in the Second Law

equation^ that is equation 4.1, the fundamental equation of motion

of incompressible Hewtonian fluids, knorm as Ilavier-Stokes

equations, are obtained

non-viscous frictional terms

pressure
terms

4.12

The application of the Mavier-Stokes equations to flow through

straight tubes with circular cross sections conveniently permits
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considerable simplifications. The Navier-Stokes equations in

cylindrical coordinates ) are

— r _ £il m... f + 1 ^3: _ *£ j. .L^r_ £^ . SV)
/DiJ 'r /^n r dr rz t rzty 13

/ PC V ^ r Vdr2 t 6t- -r* * r2^ Mxv 4*14
z>Pv* f „ &L+.U (£& + L^ +Lh + &£ ) 415

Let the x-axis be selected along the axis of the tube and letf denote

the radial coordinate measured from the axis outward as shown in

figure 4.3. Let there be only one velocity component present, acting

parallel to the x-axis, denoted by u, and a function of -r only;

These conditions represent steady laminar flow. By taking advantage

of the rotational symmetry it is possible to evolve a two-dimensional

equation describing the velocity profile. Equation 4.15 only is

required and it simplifies to

/ £* . _L = it- K . , fi

the boundary condition being u. =0 at i~ = R. The solution of this

equation gives the velocity profile of the flow, thus

m.(0 = ~y.dx(r1~
where --Sii-s:—%— = constant, is the pressure gradient. Hence,

d* t
using the rotational symmetry, the velocity profile is in the form of

a parabaloid. Equation 4.17 is known as the Hagen-Poiseuille

equation. The maximum velocity, , along the tube axis, is

u = J$L (-4L) 4.18
^u, \ clx I •

The mean velocity, U. , equals and the volume flow rate is

tr fa. It has been found empirically that laminar flow as described
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Figure 4.3, A two-dimensional representation of steady
laminar flow through a pipe.
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above occurs in practice only when the dimensionless number J
known as Reynolds' number^has a value^ less than 2300. Above this

critical Reynolds' number the flow becomes turbulent and the above

equations do not apply. Further^ the above equations apply to a

situation in which the transient perturbation in the flox? profile due

to entry into the pipe has* ceased, that is, where the steady state

velocity profile is fully developed. For the worst case condition

of a flat velocity profile at the tube entrance it has been estab-
42

lxshed empirically that, at a distance

x = o'zs u 4.19

into the pipe, the transient perturbation disappears and the velocity

profile is fully developed.

NoWjif the flow rate is some periodic function of time, the
Navier-Stokes equation, used in the Hagen-Poiseuille analysis, must

be enlarged to include the acceleration term kit . The other accelera¬
nt

tion terms in equation 4.2 are zero since u. is a function of T and

C only. Therefore
/ hp , v f _l j_ a&)~

s k c)rz ' r ' 4.20
ju,

where y ap •

Assume a harmonically varying pressure gradient of the following form

^ K cos(nt) 4.21

where K denotes a constant. Written in complex notation this

becomes

/* dx ' 4,22
t 71c

Assuming the velocity function has the form U.(T^C an<^
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referring to equation 4.20, the following differential equation for

the function J~(T) is obtained

f'm + to - = -£.
/ O

The solution of this equation is given by

—'"n - L J
Jo denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and of zero order,

and is given by the expansion

4.23

J"(X> = £^^ •
In the blood flow problem, the fundamental frequency of the

small pulsatile component of flow is 5 Hz. Hence the value of the
_1 1 _q o —1dimensionless number R ( n V ) is 1.44 when v * 38 x 10 cm sec

(from Table 5.1) and R = 0.05 cm. On expanding the Bessel function

it is found that only the first two terms need be considered.

Oscillations associated with variations in the steady flow component

occur at a frequency of less than 1 Hz so that a similar approximation

can be applied. Hence, considering these two components, equation

4.23 becomes

I & /_ 1 fv' TTtSLo*1 4v R
t

where ft is the phase difference between the two oscillations at time,
t = 0. Returning to real notation, this becomes

(K ) + Cze r(R -r )
Q co* (rizt + 0J) 4.24

ID, -2
T ,-&T'

where and C2 are constants. It can be seen that the instantaneous
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velocity profile of the flow is a simple parabaloid. Hence, the only
effects of a harmonically varying pressure gradient in this case is

to cause the amplitude of the velocity profile to be time dependant.

The foregoing analyses apply to Newtonian liquids. Blood,

however, is non-Newtonian in behaviour, that is, its viscosity is a

function of the rate of change of shear strain, which is called the

'rate of shear*. The relationships between shear stress and rate of
45

shear for different types of fluid are shown in figure 4.4. The

non-Newtonian behaviour of blood is principally caused by the presence

45of the red cells, which interact in different ways as the flow

conditions change. The changes in the measured or apparent viscosity

with flow conditions reflect these different interactions. The

45
nature of the interactions is complicated and not yet fully under-

46
stood. The apparent viscosity is also a function of the cell

structure and haematocrit (i.e. cell concentration), and will there¬

fore vary with different types of blood and also with different

samples of one type where the haematocrit varies. Work is being

done at present, principally on mammalian blood, to establish its
45

rheological properties. Mammalian blood is best described as a

Bingham plastic with a small yield stress. For normal human blood
46 ~2

the suggested yield stress has a value of less than 0.1 dyne cm

and the experimental data on its flow properties are best fitted by

the Casson equation. Figure 4.5 illustrates the variation of

apparent viscosity of human blood with rate of shear.^ This basic

information is not yet available for avian blood, which differs from

the mammalian type principally in that the red cell is nucleated.
3 i

Both types of red cells are illustrated ' in figure 4.6. In general
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rate of shear, D.
Csec"7)

46
Figure 4.5.Variation of apparent viscosity of human blood with
rate of shear, plotted on the assumption that the viscosity
of plasma is 0*012 poise.
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Figure 4.6. Diagrams of the average normal mammalian/A)
and avian (B) red cells, (ref. 3&4)
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because of the low level state of the theory, blood is considered as

an approximately Newtonian fluid in convective heat transfer problems.

In the flowmeter application it is important that the flow

pattern does not change to turbulent within the range of flow rates

being measured. The transducer, located on the wall, is sensing the
d u,

rate of deformation, j— , near the wall, which is reflected in thedy
velocity profile. The measurements do not relate to volumetric flow

unless the velocity profiles over the flow range are similar. The
Hie

onset of turbulence and hence^critical Reynold's number, Re » must bec

reconsidered for a non-Newtonian suspension. Experiments reveal"*^
that the onset of turbulence is a function of tube diameter and

haematocrit. The value of is particularly sensitive to

variations in tube diameter"** in vessels with a diameter less than

0.6 ma. This results from the fact that the distribution of the red

52cells over the tube cross-section is not uniform in laminar flow,

rather there is a high concentration atound the axis which decreases

towards the wall until, at the wall, there is probably a cell-free

zone of plasma. In small diameter tubes the cell-depleted zone

occupies a greater percentage of the cross-sectional area of the tube

with decreasing tube diameter, therefore the influence of this layer

on increases with decreasing tube size and the value of Rec
increases.^ The cell distribution"*^ causes a deformation of the

laminar flow velocity profile in the region of the tube axis. The
52

profile is flattened as shown in figure 4.1. The thickness of the
53

cell-free layer was investigated by Vand, who suggested a magnitude

of 1.301 x R where R denotes the radius of the suspended particle.
p> p

Later workers"*^ suggest that 0.711^ is a more accurate figure and that
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the "wall effect" is due to an inward radial displacement of

particles caused by mechanical forces which are produced by the

interaction of the fluid and the wall. For avian blood the cell-

free layer is of the order of l^tn. The exact value of the critical
Reynolds number in one millimeter diameter avian blood vessels is not

known. However, providing that the pulsatile component of the flow

is small, its minimum value can be assutned^'^ to be 1000. The

estimation of the value of the maximum flow rate, given in Chapter 1,

is 2 ml/s. If this flow rate occurs in one vessel and if the values

55of viscosity and density are assumed to be 0.03 poise and 1 g/ml

respectively, then the corresponding maximum Reynolds number is 850.

Hence,it is probable that the flow is laminar throughout the flow

range involved.

Studies on inlet lengths after branches in canine blood vessels^
reveal that for arterial vessels with a 0.6 mm diameter the distance

required for streamline flow to re-establish itself is approximately

0.7 mm. It is reasonable to suppose that a disturbance in flow

patterns due to the small discontinuity at a 1 mm diameter natural-

artificial blood vessel join will disappear after a distance of several

millimetres into the artificial tube. It is also probable that, in

response to the discontinuity, proteins will be deposited in such a

way as to minimise the discontinuity. If a 1 to 2 cm length of

approximately straight artificial blood vessel is implanted, it is

reasonable to expect that the flow pattern will be laminar in the

region round the transducer when it is located in the middle of the

length of tube. Considerable care must be taken in fitting the trans¬

ducer into the wall in order to minimise the resulting discontinuity.
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This point is considered in Chapter 5.

4.3 The heat transfer problem

In order to describe heat transfer at a solid-liquid interface,

one further equation must be considered along with the Navier-

Stokes equations (4.12) and the continuity equation (4.8). The
44

required equation for an incompressible fluid, known as the energy

equation, is

f fP~= hI*) -1- |y(K If) +li(k IF) 4.25
where P — -f- u & 1- y 4-a)

OC &

and where T denotes temperature, k the thermal conductivity of the

liquid and C its heat capacity. ^ denotes the dissipation function
and is defined as the time rate of energy dissipated per unit volume

due to the action of viscosity. For fluids of relatively low

viscosity^ experiencing velocities less than sonic velocity, the

value of the dissipation function is negligible compared to the

other terms in the equation. The problem of solving these equations

while allowing for variation in the physical properties (y*,C »y*)
with temperature is so complex that it has so far defied analytical

methods. The "isothermal solution" is therefore considered, in which

the physical properties are assumed independent of temperature.

With these approximations equation 4.25 becomes

It is of interest to solve the equations for heat transfer at

the blood-transducer interface in order to establish the parameters
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which determine both the rate of flow of heat and the penetration

depth of the thermal disturbance into the blood. However it is not

possible to solve the transient heat transfer problem analytically,

therefore the steady state case «rill be considered. The simplest

case of laminar flow heat transfer in tubes was first solved analytically
56

by Graetz. As shown in figure 4.7, the velocity profile is fully

developed and a length of the tube wall is maintained at a constant

temperature, Tw, above the initial liquid temperature, T^. The
thermal boundary layer, £fc, is the region in which an effective
temperature gradient exists. Its limit is defined as the surface in

the liquid at which the thermal disturbance has decreased to one

precent of its maximum value. Assuming radial symmetry, the energy

equation may be rewritten in cylindrical coordinates thus

Since the flow is laminar and the velocity profile fully developed the

Hagen-Poiseuille equation applies and equation 4.27 becomes

2 a
ft*

.
___ i t \3>j 5T k i c5 f-SL)' 'ft/J 5* /c ir 51

4.28

The solution^ of this equation takes the form of an infinite series

as follows

2^ ^ I cn^ x'Tw Tl -n*o

where X' - "£ * ( \)/^ '
V is the thermal diffusivity of the medium and

= . 4.30

Cn are coefficients. $ (^) are functions of (^) determined by the
boundary conditions and ^6 n are exponents determined by the boundary
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veloci ty
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temperature of
the heated section of

the wall = T
,

Figure 4.7. A diagram of the heat transfer problem solved
u ^ + 56by Graetz.
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conditions. Several workers58'^9 have contributed to this field by

calculating some of the coefficients and functions. This equation

illustrates that T(r) is a decreasing function of so that T(y) is

an increasing function of (-a-).
Up*

The rate of flow of heat, q, at a solid boundary of surface

area, A, is given by

hA(rw-T ) 4.31.
I.m.

where h denotes the heat transfer coefficient and (T..-T-), denotesw Ll.m.

the logarithmic mean temperature difference. This equation is

merely a definition of the heat transfer coefficient, so that the

problem reduces to establishing a relationship for h. From the Graetz

solution for the example discussed this is given^ as

n_m. *x?X'
it

T)aQ

4.32

where X' =-£ * (£]/'
Nu denotes the local Nusselt number. The first ten values of Cn,

J^(l) and ft n are given in reference 57 along with a graph of Nu
£ J2

versus ——,which is reproduced in figure 4.8,
<X X 5

58
Sellars et al. extended the analysis to1 consider the case of

constant wall heat flux, and established the following relationship

i/'

Nu. = i!+ L y __

*g L J~ &+77-» 11 ' V K J J •

This is also shown on graph 4.8.

In more general situations, the heat transfer coefficient is

evaluated from empirical formulae or formulae derived by approximate

methods Ttfhich apply to specific examples. A survey of the literature

oa ,J '
4.33
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Figure 4.8. Graphs of the local Nusselt number for laminar,
flow in tubesf^
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did not reveal any such formulae which could be applied to the con¬

ditions and dimensions of the blood-transducer problem. In this

problem a small segment of the tube wall experiences an approximately

linear increase in temperature with time from ambient temperature at

time t^, to some value, which is in part determined by the flow rate,
at time t2? whereupon the heat source is switched off and the segment
cools to ambient. The heat energy dissipated at any time during this

period is approximately inversely related to the segment temperature.

Indirect measurements of the segment temperature are made at times t^
and t2« Initially, on the appearance of a temperature difference,
the heat transfer mechanism into blood is conduction. When the

penetration depth of the thermal disturbance is sufficiently large,

the shape of the thermal boundary layer is determined by the velocity

profile of the flow, that is, forced convection occurs. At time t2
the relationship between x, IT and h will have a similar form to the

u d*
steady state examples above, that is, if — is small^then conduction
is the dominant heat transfer mechanism. Free convection may

possibly contribute to a negligible extent. The value of h tends to
oc d^ • •

a constant. As increases.so forced convection plays a more
XX J

a c/z
significant role, until at high values of — forced convection is

the dominant mechanism. Under these conditions h is an increasing

function of . For the steady state examples given, forced con-
Q(X

vection operates when the mean velocity is approximately given by

a # 6 * /0~3 Jz c™/3 j 4.34

where fc<f blood = 1.44 x 10 ^ cm^/s. (from Table 5.1)

The penetration depth of the thermal disturbance into the blood
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achieves a maximum value when conduction is the dominant heat transfer

mechanism. The depth is a function of time and the fluid properties.

When forced convection operates the penetration depth achieved in
• v

time " also an increasing function of •g- as in the Graetz
problem.

Nowjfrom equation 4.31, the rate of flow of heat, q, from the
surface is a function of both h and AT where, in this example, q and

AT are dependent variables. In the practical case of heat transfer

from the surface of a body whose central region is maintained at a

constant temperature difference, & t', above ambient temperature, the

relationship between q and u is contained in the empirically derived

dissipation factor, K(u), of the body. That is>

«•« • f? ■^
where K(u) is measured under steady state heat transfer conditions.

The change in K caused by variations in u can be seen to be essentially

dependent on the consequent change made in h. The variation of the

heat transfer coefficient with velocity at time t^ is similar to the
equivalent steady state relationship, therefore K*(u), the dissipation

factor at t^ which is used in Chapter 1, is similar to the steady
state relationship K(u). The dissipation factor tends to a constant

value at high flow velocities because the temperature difference

between the surface and the fluid tends to zero. Hence^variations

in the value of the heat transfer coefficient with velocity do not

significantly alter the value of the rate of flow of heat in the high

velocity region. The upper limit of the mean velocity which affects

the value of the dissipation factor is a function of the geometry and
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dimensions of the device. In the thin film case, where

4.35

assuming d and are constant, the upper limit of the velocity which

affects the value of the dissipation factor is a function of the

length of the device in the streamwise direction. Hence the length,

x, of the device determines the range of velocities over which the

device is sensitive in the flowmeter Application.

In the case of blood flow the presence of the red cells must

be considered. They will participate in the transient heat transfer

process since the thickness of the cell-free layer at the transducer
61is only of the order of l^jim. Bellhouse found that measurements

of the heat transfer from identical constant temperature probes in

plasma, packed red cells, and water produced identical results.

Thereforejthe possibility of varying concentrations of red cells in
the region around the transducer does not appear to introduce

significant error due to variation in the thermal diffusivity of the
62

medium. This is further supported by the fact that a manufacturer

of a steady state heat transfer blood flowmeter recommends calibrating

his instrument in water. This transducer consists of a metal film

deposited round a 1 mm diameter bead which is placed on the tip of a

catheter.

The effect of temperature variations on blood viscosity and

yield stress is uncertain. A decrease in apparent viscosity of 1%/ C

rise has been reported.^ However^ it is not yet clear as to the
relative importance of temperature effects on plasma and on the

63
physical properties of the red cells. Merrill et al. concluded

that the yield stress is generally unaltered by temperature variations.
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Temperature variation of the blood vessel wall within the range

envisaged does not in itself appear to promote blood clotting.

Studies of the effect of heat on human erythrocytes reveal that above

a critical temperature the cell may be damaged irreversibly. The

extent of the damage is proportional to the temperature rise and to

the time of exposure. A temperature rise of 10°C over a period of

12 s was found to produce hemolysis of between 0 and 0.3%. It is

probable that the erythrocyte damage will be negligible as a result

of heating blood by 10°C over a period of the order of 10 ms. This

temperature rise is adopted as the maximum permissible value.

4^4 Conductive heat transfer

So far the discussion has concerned heat transfer into the

liquid. The basic theory of heat transfer to the substrate will now

be considered. It is of interest to establish the relationship for

rate of heat flow into a solid in terms of the physical constants and

geometry of the solid, and also to establish the relationship for the

penetration depth of the thermal disturbance in the same terms.

Using the principle of conservation of energy, the heat

generated, Q^, in a volume element of solid, dV, in the time interval,
dt, equals the sum of the heat leaving the element across its

boundaries, Qj, and the heat stored within the element, Q^, both in
the time interval dt.

That is Qi - Q2 + Q3 4*36
where Q2 = -k V^T dV dt, 4.37

Q3 = /" C jjj- dV dt . 4.38
For the case of no internal heat generation, that is where = 0, one
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obtain^s the following expression on substituting equations 4.37 and

4.38 in 4.36.

Consider the one dimensional heat transfer case of a rectangular

solid shown in figure 4.9. Its thickness is semi-infinite and the

sides are perfectly insulated. Let its exposed surface area, A,

experience a step rise in temperature from an initial temperature, T\,

to a temperature at time t » 0.

The integration of equation 4.38 with the above boundary con-

65
ditions can be shown to have the form

© = 6if(H) 4-40
where <9 = T - Tw and ~ 7^ ** ~TW

z rw *H* x
and JtH) ~jfTJa * dH where H - ^ (c* £ Vu "

The function f(H) is known as Gauss's error integral, and its values

are tabulated in reference 60.

The heat flow in the x-direction becomes

o - -kA9
6x

x ezpt-xj+xt) . 4 41

For unit temperature rise and x = 0, the heat flow into the surface

of the block at time instant t, when t> 0, is

q r- kA/yrr of £ ^ - 4,42

The heat energy, Q, which has entered the block through the surface

in time t is , ■ T

q--*A lj jrV . 4_4j
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Figure 4.9, A diagram of the semi-infinite solid with an
.exposed surface and perfectly insulated sides.
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-7-13
For unit time and substituting equation 4.30 in 4.43?.irtr becomes

Equation 4.44 describes the heat energy which flows into a solid

with insulated sides and a semi-infinite dimension in one direction

for unit temperature rise on its exposed surface in unit time

measured from t = 0.

The criterion in selecting the substrate material and the

material for the conductor tracks from the heat transfer viewpoint is

to minimise their effectiveness as heat sinks and, thus, maximise the

fraction of the heat generated which flows into the liquid. By

applying equation 4.44 it is possible to assess the suitability of

different materials as substrates and as conductor tracks. An

indication of the relative magnitudes of heat flow into the substrate,

liquid and conducting tracks can also be obtained by comparing their

relative values calculated from equation 4.44. Thus

The application of this equation to the liquid case introduces the

assumption that conduction is the only heat transfer mechanism in the

liquid. This assumption will result in an underestimate of the heat

flow into the liquid. Further errors arise in applying the one

dimensional analysis when three dimensional heat transfer is, in fact,

occurring. Howeverr a useful estimate of the relative heat flows is
obtained from a situation that is mathematically complex.

In the above analysis the media are considered semi-infinite in

one direction. This assumption is valid provided their thicknesses

are of such a value that they appear semi-infinite during the period

4.44

4.45
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of the applied thermal disturbance.

Consider equation 4.40 which states

X
_

2pt

equals unity, then T =

Therefore the distance JC - 4.46

defines the limit of the effect of the thermal disturbance created by

a step rise in temperature at x = 0 at time t = 0 assuming no heat

loss in the y- and z-directions. Providing the thickness of the

the purposes of this analysis.

Apart from the mathematical difficulties of attempting a more

rigorous analysis of the heat transfer problem, there are also

practical problems of establishing the exact physical system x-rtien

blood is used. This results from the interaction of blood with the

66 67
vessel walls. A protein layer ' will probably be deposited from

the blood on the surface of the walls and transducer and there may be

some deposit of fibrin produced by the clotting reaction in response

to any discontinuity in the blood vessel wall. Because of the

uncertainty of the exact reaction to each individual implant, it is

advisable to check the calibration of the instrument in vivo after

measurements have been made.

medium is greater than 4/« t\ it can be considered semi-infinite for
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Chapter 5

TRANSDUCER PRODUCTION

5.1 Thermistor location

The transducer is required to be in contact with the blood in

a fixed orientation in the blood vessel. This may be achieved by

mounting it on the wall of an artificial blood vessel which is then

implanted in the bird, or by mounting it on a hypodermic needle which

is inserted through the wall of the natural blood vessel. The

principal advantage of the wall mounting method is that the position

of the transducer with respect to the flow profile is fixed, so that

there is no possibility of error in the volumetric flow measurement

due to variations in position as in the case of the needle mounted

transducer. Further, there is no possibility of the wall mounted

device occluding the blood vessel. However, there is a greater

possibility of a significant deposition of proteins from the blood

onto the transducer when it is located on the wall, than when it is

in the mid-stream position where deposits tend to be washed off by

the flow. The wall mounting method is employed in this work so that

the flowmeter can be used in small-diameter vessels. The lower

limit on vessel diameter is now imposed by the surgical problems of

implanting the artificial section.

In the proposed arrangement the thermistor, the conducting

tracks and the bonding pads are deposited on a flat substrate as

shown in figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the thermistor implanted in

the wall of the artificial blood vessel, which is made of silicone

. rubber. The thermistor is inserted in the wall at a distance of

approximately 1 centimetre downstream from the join so that the
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Figure 5.1. Diagram of the transducer Cnot to scale)

a) elevation b) plan .

silicone rubber

Figure 5.2. Diagram of the transducer located in an
artificial blood vessel, wall.
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disturbances in the flow pattern created at its inlet decay before

they reach the thermistor.

In this chapter the design decisions are outlined, the production

steps detailed and the characteristics of the final device described.

Table 5.1 summarises the values of the physical constants and

equations which are referred to in this chapter. A value for the
thermal conductivity of thermistor material was not found in the

literature. The value quoted is an estimate based on the values of

the thermal conductivities of the individual oxides. The units used

are those most commonly found in the literature.

5.2 Substrate

The substrate is required to be biologically inert and to give

mechanical support to the thermistor and leads without acting as a

heat sink. Corning 7059 glass and mica were examined to establish

their suitability from the fabrication viewpoint. The sputtered

film on mica cracked severely on cooling after deposition. This

suggests the presence of thermal stresses at the film-mica interface.

Hence mica was rejected. An 1 mm thick Corning 7059 microsheet

glass is used as the substrate. 1 mm diameter holes are drilled in

the substrate in the area where bonding pads are to be deposited.

The holes are then countersunk and polished. This operation is

achieved by using a dental drill with a standard 1 mm diameter

spherical burr and a conical shaped brass burr whose surface is

covered with cloth impregnated with abrasive powder.

The surface areas of the film-substrate interface and the film-

blood interface are approximately the same, so that the ratio of heat

energy transferred to the substrate and to the blood is indicated by
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density
>(g.cc"r)

3-/H

specificheat Ctcal.gVC"')
thermal conductivity

k(caLcm'.s°c')
thermal diffusivity «=fr

kinematic viscosity
V(cm2.s"')

relativeheat flow (equn./^i,)

penetrationdepth x (cm)(equn.4£6)
t=100ms|t=30ms

water

0-9936)

0-998(1)
1-51X103(D
1-52x1§

7X153(4

3-87x10?

4-93x102

2-7x102

plasma

1-026(1)

0*94(1)

-3

1*43'x10(3)
1*48x103

146x1C?(4)
3*72xl02

4*88x102

-2

2*65x10

blood

1*060(2)

0-86(2)

-3

1-31x10(3)

-3

1-44x10

38x103)

-2

3*46x10

4-8x102

-2

2-6x10

Corning
7059glass

2-76(5)

0-2(5)
•3X10"3(6)

-3

5*44x10

-2

4-06x10

-2

9-34X10

-2

5-1X10

thermistor material

4-5(6)

0*17(6)

-3

4x10Of
5*3X103

5*5x10^

-2

9-2x10

-2

5-05X10

gold

19-282(1)
0-031(D

0-705(7)

1*18

6*49X101
1-375

0-75

P.T.F.E.

2-15(8)

0-25(8)

-4

6x10(8)

-3

1*12X10

-2

1*8x10

-2

4-23x10

-2

2*3x10

Table5^1%Thephysicalpropertiesoftherelevantmaterialswithassociatedcalculations, (referencesinbrackets)
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the ratio

'■ ^M'10'2: -5-t6"io'2i
tjhich was developed in Chapter 4. Hence the substrate does not act

as a heat sink. The application of this ratio assumes that the sub¬

strate is thick enough to be regarded as a semi-infinite medium. In

order to calculate from equation 4.46 the penetration depth of the

step thermal disturbance in the substrate, it is first necessary to

estimate the duration of the heating pulse. This is achieved by

assuming that the maximum permissible penetration depth into the blood

is equal to the blood vessel radius, 0.5 mm. The time required for

the thermal disturbance to travel this distance in blood is given by

equation 4.46, using the values listed in Table 5.1, as 100 ms.

Hencejthe penetration depth into the substrate in 100 ms is 0.093 cm,

which is comparable to the actual thickness, so that the substrate

can be regarded as semi-infinite in the heat transfer context.

5.3 Geometry of the Thermistor Material

It is necessary to use a thermistor whose resistance is small

in order to maximise the Joule heating it experiences. Both the

resistivity and the geometry of the thermistor material are signifi¬

cant independent parameters controlling its accuracy as a flowmeter
transducer. The resistivity is directly related to the B-value as

shown in figure 3.12, so that a high temperature-coefficient of

resistance implies a high resistivity. For example, the resistivity

of the film whose temperature coefficient is -4%/°C is 600iX-cm.

Considering the thermistor material dimensions, the length in the

streamwise direction, x, determines the flow range over which the
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transducer is sensitive. As discussed in section 4.3, a small value

of x/d is necessary to detect low flow rates, and the maximum

velocity that can be detected is an increasing function of x. It is

not possible to calculate the required length; however, an estimate

can be made by considering the overall dimension of the flow system.

A value of the same order of magnitude as the tube radius is selected.

For a vessel with a radius of 500/un, the length chosen is 250/Wm.

A total length of 350/tm is in fact used in order to accommodate the
✓

conducting tracks. The thickness of thermistor has a practical upper

limit imposed by the time taken for deposition. At deposition rates
o

of the order of lOOA/minute, thicknesses of the order of lymm are
practical in the present non-automatic deposition system. A film

thickness of 2.4/am, which is deposited in 4 hours, is used. The

maximum width of the thermistor is defined by the diameter of the

tube and by the discontinuity which can be tolerated at the substrate-

tube join. A thermistor width equal to l/6th of the circumference

of the tube is arbitrarily adopted as the maximum value. This pro¬

duces a step of 0.15r at the join, where r is the tube radius. Using

this criterion for a 1 mm diameter tube, the maximum thermistor width

is 50(^am. The resistance of a thermistor at temperature T x^ith
these dimensions is (Z'l x 10 x where is the resistivity

of the device at temperature T.

A compromise is necessary between resistance and B-value and is

achieved by estimating the power required for a particular temperature

rise in the thermistor at the trailing edge of the heating pulse.

In estimating the power required in the transient mode of operation,

the thermal capacity of the thermistor material, substrate and blood
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must all be considered, so that the power required is greater than

suggested by an assessment based on steady—state heat transfer

examples. Hence, it is first necessary to estimate the volumes of

the materials involved. For a heating pulse width of .30 ms the

penetration depths of the thermal disturbance can be calculated from

equation 4.46 as 0.026 cm and 0.051 cm in the blood and substrate

respectively. 30 ms is chosen to produce a reasonable penetration

depth into the blood, that is, a value equal to approximately half

the tube radius. Now, assume that the volumes of blood and sub¬

strate which require to be raised in temperature equal 250 x 500 x

3 3

260^t.m and 250 x 500 x 510j.\ m respectively. The power required
to raise the temperature of the 3 volumes by 1°C in 30 ms can be

calculated using the data shown in table 5.1, and is approximately

4 mil. An insulating film covering the device will also require to

be heated. However, in this approximate calculation it is assumed

to be sufficiently thin to be neglected. Mow, the variation of the

B-value and temperature coefficient with resistance for a sputtered

thermistor with the above geometry at 25°C is shown in figure 5.3.

The points plotted are calculated from the data shown in figure 3.12

(B-value versus resistivity of sputtered films at 25°C). The power.

dissipated in a resistor for a tv supply is also shown. Hence, if

4 mV is required for a temperature rise of 1°C and the temperature

rise required lies in the range 1°C to 10°C then, from figure 5.3, the

resistance must lie in the range 9KJX to 0.9 K'4. The temperature

coefficients, from figure 5.3 range between 1.9%/°C and 1.5%/°C.
Now a large change in the thermistor voltage pulse is required so that

a temperature rise of around 10°C and hence a 15% change in the
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Figure 5.3. A graph of resistance versus B-value for
sputtered thermistors with the dimensions 25QM x50<^ox2'4^
at 25°Cj and a graph of power dissipated in a resistor
versus resistance for a 6V supply.
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voltage is desirable. The optimum thermistor resistance and B-value

is therefore around 1 K-O- at 25°C and 1350°IC respectively. At the

deep body, temperature of the bird the B-value can be increased to

approximately 1500°K. These values are, of course, only rough

estimates because of the approximate nature of the calculations.
/is

They suggest that a re^tivity of around 0.5a-cm is required and,

from figure 3.5, is produced by B.C. sputtering in an argon/oxygen

atmosphere in the ratio 3:1. This value of temperature coefficient

is low for transition metal oxide thermistors. It is, however, still

an order of magnitude higher than the values for metal films and is

therefore worth pursuing.

The thermistor material is deposited over the substrate

surface and the required shape is obtained using standard photo-
75

etching techniques. Two etches were found to dissolve the three

oxide mixture. A IN solution of ferric chloride at a temperature

of around 60°C etches at the rate of approximately lOoR/minute and

concentrated hydrochloric acid (ION) etches at the rate of lOoR/s.
However the photoresist, which protects the required area, is also

V
attached by the acid. Extra process steps must be added to over¬

come this problem with the result that the time required for etch¬

ing is approximately the same in both cases. Both etching

techniques have been used in different thermistor production runs.

Out of contact masks made of copper plated with nickel were

considered for use during the film deposition as an alternative to

the photo-etching process. However the resistivity of the ther¬

mistor material altered, which suggests that the masks are a source

of contamination.
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5.4 Leads

An evaporated nichrome-gold film is used for the conducting

tracks. These materials were selected because an evaporation

plant specifically for them was available.

Considering the relative abilities of the device materials

to conduct heat, shown in table 5.1, it can be seen that the cross

sectional area of the tracks must be very much less than the sur™

face area of the termistor material in order that the tracks do

not constitute a heat sink. They must also be sufficiently long

to *sffectiveLy(thermally) isolate the thermistor material from the

bonding pads. From equation 4.46, which applies to a semi-

infinite medium experiencing a step temperature rise on its surface,

the penetration depth of the thermal disturbance can be evaluated

as 0.75cm after 30ms. This represents the length of track between

the thermistor and pad for thermal isolation for the worst case

condition of no heat loss from the sides of the track. In the

practical case, with heat loss and an approximately linear

temperature rise a track length of 0.2cm is found to be sufficient.
v

The bonding pad dimensions are chosen to facilitate the bonding

operation. A square with 2mm sides is used.

Under ideal production conditions a track width of l^m can

be achieved. However^ in the practical situation where relatively
long tracks are required, the failure rate due to pinholes in the

film is high. Therefore a track width of 25yum is chosen to ensure
a good yield. The thickness of the track must be relatively large

to ensure that the film is continuous over the step at the edge of

the thermistor material. A value of 5Q00& has been found to be
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suitable. The sheet resistivity of such a film was measured as

0.04 -A/square so that the tracks contribute a series resistance of

6.4.H., which is insignificant.

A diagram of the dimensioned thermistor is shown in figure 5.4.

The relative flow of heat along the conducting tracks and into the

blood and substrate can be assessed by using equation 4.44. The

evaluated expressions shown in figure 5.4 demonstrate that

approximately 0.4% of the heat to the fluid flows to the tracks.

The tracks are produced by evaporating a 1000? nichrome film,

then 4000?. of gold, over the etched thermistor material and sub¬

strate surface. This operation is carried out with the substrate

heated to 300 °C. (The thermal profile of the heating cycle is

shown in figure 5.5). The nichrome film and the high temperature

are necessary for good film adhesion. In an argon atmosphere at a

-6
pressure of 10 torr an electron beam gun is used to heat the

crucible containing the evaporant. The nichrome film growth rate

is typically 2 to 3 ? S ^ and the gold growth rate 20? S * when

the beam gun power supply delivers 50mA at 4kV.
v

The high substrate temperature necessary for good adhesion

may cause the resistivity of the thermistor material to alter.

The results of tests carried out to evaluate the change show that

the resistivity of films whose original value is 0.So.-cm can

increase by up to 50% of the original value. The change is not

predictable within this limit. In an attempt to overcome the

problem, the thermistor material was sputtered on to the gold

tracks. However, this proved unsuccessful because the relatively

high arrival energy of the sputtered atoms caused them to penetrate
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appnox.46%
/N 05ju gold-nichrome

corning 7059 glass

thermistor material

approx.

2*5 mm

Figure 5.4. A diagram of the thin -film thermistor.
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the gold film, thereby creating pinholes through which the ther¬

mistor etch attacked the nichrone.

The gold is etched to the required 3hape using standard

photo-etching techniques. A solution of 1 g of iodine crystals

and 3 g of potassium iodide in 20 ml of distilled x^ater is used at

room temperature. The nichrome etch is composed of 1 g of eerie

sulphate dissolved in 5 ml of concentrated nitric acid. This

solution is diluted by a factor of 10 and used in the temperature

range 50° to 60°C. Neither of these etches significantly attacks

the thermistor material.

Eight thermistors are produced on a 1" by substrate which

is sliced up using a diamond saw *rith a 0.05 cm blade. 16 s.xr.g.

enamelled copper wire is inserted into the bonding pad holes through

the back of the substrate and soldered to them in such a way as to

produce a flat front surface. High temperature solder (melting

point 301°C) is used to reduce the possibility of the solder re-

melting x?hen the insulation is deposited. Surface profusions at

the pads, x^hich would disturb the flow pattern, are removed with a

fine needle file and fine emery paper. The mechanical strength

of this arrangement is enhanced by glueing the wire to the back of

the substrate with Araldite. A diagram of the production stages,

figure 5.7, is included in the appropriate section.

5.5 Insulation

An electrically insulating film is required over the device

surface. Several criteria must be considered in the selection of

the film material. A high dielectric strength is necessary to
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minimise the film thickness in order to maintain a fast thermal

response time. The material must be impermeable to the ions

present in the blood; further, it must be durable?non-toxic and

anti-thrombogenic. Considerable research has been carried out

to find a material which satisfies the final criterion, however a

clear solution is not yet available. Two materials, quartz and

P.T.F.E., both of which have been used previously in biological

environments, were examined for use in this application.

Films of quartz and F.T.F.E. of various thicknesses were

deposited by F.F. sputtering on substrates which were partially

coated with a 0.5^um film of nichrome-gold. By examining the film
breakdown voltage in a IN saline solution it is possible to assess

their dielectric strength and/or permeability to sodium ions. A

diagram of the substrates and apparatus used is shown in figure

5.6 together with the results. The films are deposited in an apgon

atmosphere with a sputtering power of 80Ti, a chamber pressure of
-3

5 x 10 torr and a magnetic field current of 3.5A. The deposition

rates of quartz and P.T.F.E. are 0.3 &s * and 2oSs * respectively.
The adhesion of P.T.F.E. is good, and of quartz excellent. The

results indicate that sputtered quartz is permeable to sodium ions

when the applied voltage is approximately -2V. Sputtered P.T.F.E.,

on the other hand, is impermeable to sodium ions and exhibits a

dielectric strength which is approximately similar to that of the

bulk material. Calculations of the dielectric strength of the

films are approximate because breakdown occurs at the step, where

the film thickness is less than the measured value. P.T.F.E. is

therefore selected for use as the device insulation. It satisfies^*
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P.T.F.E. Si 0^

thickn ess
approx.

•breakdown

voltage (V)
thickness

approx.
breakdown

voltage (V)

2*5 7 0-2 2

5 1 0 1 2

10 17 3 2

dielectric strength of bulk P.T.F.E. 41 2* 1 0^ v/ m (ref. 74 )
" " P.T.F.E. film = >7* 106 v/m

(10/t sample)

Figure 5,6, The apparatus used to examine materials as

insulation for the device, together with the results.
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the toxicity and durability conditions and it is also anti-

thrombogenic in this type of application.

The sputtering power employed in depositing the insulation

is limited by the melting point of the solder. The limit is

partly determined by the quality of the thermal contact between

the substrate and the water cooled anode. A silicone paste with

a high thermal conductivity is used at the substrate-anode inter¬

face to ensure effective thermal contact. The paste, Eccotherm

TC-4, exerts a negligible effect on the vacuum down to the system's

ultimate pressure, and does not decompose even when the relatively

high power levels of around 300W are used. Uith this arrangement

the maximum input power is found to be 8QW with a chamber pressure
-3

of 5 x 10 torr and a magnetic field current of 3.5A in an argon

atmosphere.

The maximum voltage to be applied across the thermistor tti

the flowmeter application is 12V, hence the insulating film must be

capable of withstanding 6V. Further, the step of 2.4/Am on the

4evice surface causes a thinning of the insulation over the step,

therefore a thicker film than suggested by the above results is

required. A film thickness of lO^tm was found to be sufficient.
The dielectric breakdown of the insulation on the device was

6 "*1
measured in blood and found to be around 10 Vn . The transit

time of a step rise in surface temperature through such an insulat¬

ing film can be calculated from equation 4.46 and is 12^u,s.
Surface discontinuities in the region of the bonding pads may be of

such a size as to require a thicker layer of insulation. This can

be readily achieved by shielding the central area and depositing
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more P.T.F.E. over the pads. A visual examination of the pads

i;as found to be sufficient to establish if this is necessary.

A useful estimate of the minimum power required in the

flowmeter application can be evaluated by considering the thermal

capacity of the thermistor block, the gold on it and the insulation

covering it. This total volume must experience the temperature

rise before heat is transmitted into the blood. The thermal

capacity of the total volume is

wo'ytl'c.
It represents the heat required to raise the temperature of these

components by 1°C. If the duration of the heating pulse is 100ms

the power required is 36 -m 17. Using a 1 Kn. thermistor this defines

the current as 0.19 nA/°C rise, that is 1.9 mA for a 10°C rise. If

the heating pulse width is reduced to 10ms the current required

increases to 6 mA for a 10°C rise.

5.6 Process Steps

Figure 5.7 illustrates the process steps.

1. Substrate preparation

a) Adhesive tape is placed over the surface to prevent

scratching when the abrasive powders are used.

b) The substrate is aligned over a photographic plate of the

gold track pattern. Holes are drilled in the centre of

the proposed bonding pad areas with a 1 mm diameter

spherical tungsten carbide burs.

c) The holes are counter sunk using a conical burrwhose

surface is covered x;rith cloth impregnated with No. 225

Aloxite powder and water.
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1" x 1/2" Corning 7059 microsheet
substrate

'i .1 i s ~ - Holes are drilled, countersunk and
polished, to accommodate solder joints

The thermistor material is deposited
by D.C. sputtering

. Photolithographic techniques are used
to produce the required geometry

. ; i i i.-i --.4 *

Gold and Nichrome films are evaporated
onto the substrate

Conducting tracks and pads are produced
using the photolithographic process

-St.

The substrate is then cut to produce
individual thermistors. Leads are

attached and an insulating film of
P.T.F.E. is deposited by R.F. sputtering
over the fromt surface

n The thin film thermistor

Figure 5./.
The stages of the thermistor production
process
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d) The holes are polished using a similar burrimpregnated

with jeweler's rouge and water. The surface finish

must be polished to better than 1000 X for good gold

adhesion and to obtain continuous films.

e) The adhesive tape is removed by immersing the substrate

in an ultrasonic bath of acetone.

f) The substrate is cleaned using the following procedure:

(1) by immersion in an ultrasonic bath of analar acetone

(2) repeated in a second bath

(3) by immersion in an ultrasonic bath of analar iso-

propyl alcohol

(4) repeated in a second bath

(5) by placing in a vapour bath of aristar iso-propyl

alcohol

Deposition of thermistor material

a) The clean dry substrate is placed in the sputtering

chamber and the chamber pumped down to its ultimate
<**5

pressure (10 torr5 in this case)

b) The chamber is let up to atmospheric pressure by

introducing aisl argon-oxygen mixture.

c) The chamber is pumped down and the pressure adjusted to
-2

3 x 10 torr v;ith a constant through-put of the gas

mixture. Sputtering is carried out with the shutter

closed for five minutes with a magnetic field current

of 3.6 A and a cathode voltage of -2.5 kV.

d) The shutter is opened and sputtering is continued for 4

hours to produce a film 2.4jun thick.
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3. Etching the thermistor mterial

a) The substrate is removed from the sputtering chamber

and placed immediately on the spinner chuck, then spun

at 6000 r.p.n. in order to remove any particles acquired

in transportation to the sninner bench.

b) The film surface is coated with AZ 1350 photoresist

applied through a hypodermic syringe with a 1^/ m

Hillipore filter attached.

c) The substrate is spun at 1500 r.p.m. for 30s.

d) It is then placed on a laminar flow bench for 15 minutes

followed by 20 minutes on a hot plate at 80°G.
e) The photographic mask of the required tracks is aligned

over the substrate on an exposure jig and exposed to

U.V. light. A 40s exposure is necessary with the

particular U.V. source used.

f) The photoresist is developed in AZ 1350 developer which

is diluted to a lsl ratio with deionised water (D.I.U.).

The development tine is approximately 30s.

g) (i) Ferric chloride etch. The substrate is placed in

a heated solution (60°C) of 1$ ferric chloride and

agitated occasionally until the thermistor material

has been etched. It is washed thoroughly in D.I.W.

The remaining photoresist is removed in an

ultrasonic bath of AZ photoresist remover and the

wash repeated.

(ii) Hydrochloric acid etch. The substrate is baked for

30 minutes at 150°C. It is then placed in
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concentrated hydrochloric acid and agitated until

etched, thereupon it is washed thoroughly in D.I.W.

The remaining resist is exposed to UV light for 5

minutes and developed as in step 3.e. The substrate

is -.-ashed thoroughly in D.I.W., rinsed in acetone

and allowed to dry.

Gold evaporation

a) The cleaning procedure outlined in step l.f is repeated.

b) The substrate is placed in the evaporation plant and the

chamber pumped down to its ultimate pressure (10 ''torr).
The substrate heater controller is set to 300°C.

c) When heated, glow discharge cleaning is carried out in
-2

an argon atmosphere at a pressure of 5 x 10 torr using

a -1 kV D.C. supply for a period of 5 minutes.

d) A 1000 & nichrome film is evaporated onto the substrate

in argon at a pressure of 10 ^torr with the power supply

set approximately to 4 kV, 50mA.

e) A 4000 R gold film is evaporated under similar conditions.

Film thickness is monitored by an Edwards film thickness

monotor during the evaporations.

f) The system is allowed to cool to below 100°C before argon

is admitted to the chamber.

Gold etch

a) On removal from the evaporation chamber the substrate is

immediately placed on the spinner chuck and steps 3. asb,

c, and d are repeated. Second and third coats are

applied in the same way. This is done to ensure that the
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photoresist is continuous over the step. Exposure and

development are carried out as in stens 3,e and f. A

55s exposure time is used.

b) After development the substrate is baked at 100°C for

20 minutes.

c) The gold is etched in the appropriate solution. After

washing in D.I.17. the nichrome is etched in its etchant

and the wash is repeated.

d) The remaining photoresist is removed in an ultrasonic

bath of AZ photoresist remover, the substrate is then

washed in D.I.W. and spun dry.

Lead attachment

a) The substrate is sliced up using a diamond saw with oil

cooling.

b) The devices are cleaned by washing in acetone.

c) Leads are inserted through the back of the substrate and

soldered to the pads using Multicore high melting point

solder (melting point 301°C). Surface protrusions are

removed using a needle file and fine amery paper.

Insulation

a) The cleaning procedure outlined in step l.f is repeated.

b) The sputtering procedures outlined in steps 2.a and b are

repeated using argon only with a P.T.F.E. target.

Eccotherm TC-4 is used to ensure effective cooling of

the substrates.

c) Sputtering is carried out for 84 minutes at 80 W R.F.
- 3

power, a chamber pressure of 5 x 10 torr and a magnetic

field current of 3.5A.
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d) The devices are removed from the chamber and the pads

inspected. In the case of imperfections, the central

area of the device is shielded and more P.T.F.E. is

sputtered over the pads.

e) When the insulation is complete Araldite is applied to

the back of the substrate and the leads.

8. Insertion in the artificial blood vessel.

a) A section of the artificial blood vessel wall of a

similar size to the device is removed trith a scalpel.

b) The device is placed in position and secured with

P.T.F.E. tape (there is no adhesive on this tape).

c) Cold cure Silastomer 9161 and its catalyst 179162 are

mixed thoroughly and applied to the whole area, then

allowed to harden completely.

Considerable care is taken throughout the process to ensure

that the environment is clean. The cleaning procedures are

rigorously performed and each stage is followed by a careful

visual inspection. The surface area of the device was originally

scaled up in order to facilitate the examination of production

problems and of the resulting device so that large variations in

clean room conditions could be tolerated. The dimensions of

this large thermistor are shown in figure 5.8. Such a thermistor

can be used in a 4 mm diameter tube in the flowmeter application.

A particularly critical production stage is the application

and drying of the photoresist coating preceding development for

the gold etch. The problem arises because of the step at the

edge of the thermistor material x^rhere thick photoresist is required
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Figure 5.8. A diagram of the *large'thin-film thermistor,
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in order to produce a continuous coating over the step. This is

achieved by applying three coats at 1500 r.p.m. for 30s using the

standard photoresist drying technique between each coating. The

thickness of each coating lies between 0.45^ ra and Any

further reduction in speed or spinning time causes an uneven dis¬

tribution of photoresist. (This coating procedure has been

simplified recently by the availability of a thicker photoresist

material, AZ 1350H. One coat applied at 3000 r.p.m. for 30s

has been found to be sufficient). The photoresist must be dried

by the application of heat to the back surface of the substrate.

The result of drying under an infra-red lamp, as Suggested by the

manufacturer, is illustrated by the photograph of the thermistor

step shown in figure 5.9. It appears that a sutface skin forms

which prevents further evaporation of the solvent and leaves fluid

photoresist under the thicker areas, in this case at the step.

The fluid photoresist and its immediate covering is removed in the

development process to expose a section of the required track to

the etches.

5.7 Thin Film Thermistor Characteristics.

The B-values of the thermistors were calculated from measure¬

ments made using the apparatus described in section 3.1. The

resistance at 25°C and the B-values are found to vary from the

design values by -10% to +60% and -8% to +20% respectively. The
£b

factors contributing^these ranges are the temperature cycling during
the metalisation and insulation production stages together with the

spread of values obtained in sputtering the thermistor material.

A typical resistance-temperature characteristic is shown in figure

5.10.
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The voltage-current characteristics of small and large ther¬

mistors in still air and still water were measured. The results

for small and large thermistors are shown in figures 5.11 and 5.12

respectively. These tests were carried out to destruction, which
3 "9

occured at current densities of the order of 10 A cm '. A

photograph of a small thermistor after this treatment is shown in

figure 5.13<t The dissipation constants of the two devices can

be calculated from the above data by applying the standard ther¬

mistor equation , ,

S ( 7 " T,)
R «e

at selected points on the V-I characteristics to obtain the

temperature rise, T - T , produced by the Joule heating at these

points. Hence the power required to maintain the device

temperature at 1°C above ambient temperature can be calculated

at each selected point. These values are included in the graphs

of the V-I characteristics. As expected, the dissipation con¬

stant is an increasing function of the surface area of the device

and is higher in water than air. The dissipation constants for
g

a bead thermistor in air and in water differ by a factor of times

5. The relatively small change in the case of thin film ther¬

mistors is attributable to the presence of the glass substrate.

Despite careful measuring techniques, the influence of free con¬

vection can be seen to be significant at higher values of Joule

heating. The dissipation constants quoted must therefore be

regarded as approximate values since it is not possible to ensure

that the environment is still.
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The heating and cooling tine constants of the devices are

essentially determined by the volume and thermal properties of the

substrate. These time constants were measured in air and liquid

paraffin using the apparatus shown in figure 5.13. In the case
Lnh

of air the device was rapidly insertedj, and after a suitable
interval, removed from, an oven. For liquid paraffin two baths at

different temperatures were employed and the device was rapidly

transferred between them. The results from the exponential

graphs obtained are included in figure 5.13.

When the thermistors are used in the pulsed mode as for

flow measurement, there are three time constants which are of

interest. The first is associated with the time taken for a ther¬

mal pulse to travel through the thermistor material and insulation

to the device~fluid interface. This can be calculated from

equation 4.46 and equals 12^»s, assuming that the distance
travelled equals half the thickness of the thermistor plus the

thickness of the insulation. It is this fast time constant which

makes the thin film thermistor attractive in the flowmeter

application. An experiment was set up to measure this time

constant, in which a thermistor was supplied with a current pulse

in air and in water. The pulse had a rise time of 2y s and an
amplitude which was sufficiently large to cause significant self

heating. A C.R.T. trace of the resulting voltage pulse across

the thermistor did not display a significant discontinuity

to isolate positively this fast time constant for measurement.

This result occurs because the values of the thermal properties of

the surrounding materials are not sufficiently different to
reflect the presence of their boundaries.
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Table 5.2

The thermal time constants of the devices

large thermistor small thermistor

heating ( in air) 6-9 S 8*7 S

cooling ( in air ) 22 S 26 S

\

heating (in liquid paraffin) 1*8 S 2*7 S

cooling ( in liquid paraffin) 3 S 6 S

dimensions • of glass substrate 12*71 X2*13X0*95 12*71X2*5X1*05
=25*72 mm3 =33*36 mm3

\

Figure 5.13 . The apparatus used to measure the heating and

cooling time constants of the . devices in air and liquid'

paraffin, together with a table of the' results.
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The second tine constant is associated with the transient

response of the device in self heating. A step rise in current

to a level sufficient to cause self heating is applied to the

device, which is located in air. It is repeated in water. The

pulse generator used is that described in section 6.2S nodified

for one-shot operation. The resulting voltages were neasured

fron a C.R.T. trace obtained fron a differential input oscilloscope.

The relevant results are shown in figure 5.14. These reflect the

complex interaction of conductive heat transfer from the thermistor

material to the surrounding media, conduction in the substrate and

between the media, and possibly free convection in the fluid.

Comparing the small and large thermistor responses, it can be seen

that point A on figure 5.14 is largely determined by the surface

area of the device and hence the volune of the surrounding media,

which initially acts as a heat sink. The thermal properties of

the environment largely determines the "tail" of the response.

The third time constant is associated with the cooling time

of the device after it experiences a constant current heating pulse

of a particular duration. The apparatus which had been used in

the previous test was modified by the addition of a 100 k-rt.

resistor across the sxvitch. A. 10 mA pulse amplitude was employed.

The results, which were approximately exponential, are included

in figure 5.15.

The ageing characteristics of the thermistors were examined

by measuring the resistances of several devices at 25°C before

and after immersion for 100 hours in a liquid paraffin bath at

100°C. The temperature stability of the bath was - 5°C.
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Figure 5.14. A graph of a typical voltage response to a step rise
in current. The values of A & B obtained in air and water for

small and large thermistors are shown immediately below.

thermistor in air in water

A B A B

small 100 mS 9 S 100 mS 4 S

large 1 S 15 S 250 mS 5 S

thermistor heating pulse width in air in water

large 100 mS 140mS 85 m S

large 50 m S 104mS 57mS

small 100 mS 35 mS 30mS

small 50 m S 30 mS 19 m S

Figure 5.1 5. A table of the cooling time constants obtained
for small and large thermistors in air and water.
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The accuracy of the temperature measurement was ~0.1°C hence, for

a IKA thermistor, the resistance measurement accuracy required is

- lii.. Mo change in resistance outside this limit was detected.

This excellent ageing characteristic may result from the nature of

the deposition process and/or the temperature cycling of the

thermistor material during the metalisation and insulation

production stages.
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Chapter 6

FLOtf-lETER TEST EQUIPMENT

6.1 General Outlines

The test apparatus differs from the proposed in vivo flow¬

meter principally in that a variable pulse generator is used and

the telemetry link is omitted. The output of the transmission

gate is directly connected to the counting circuitry. The tele¬

metry link is being developed separately by the P.R.C. Thin Film

Group. Block diagrams of the two systems are shown in figures 6.1

and 6.2. This chapter describes the test pulse generator, trans¬

mission gate, gating and counting circuitry and the flow system.

The required computer programs have been developed by the P.R.C.

Computer Group.

The pulse generator must be capable of supplying a train of

identical constant current pulses into a load of 2 KA. The load

consists of the thermistor in series with a 1 Rn. resistor which is

included to facilitate the measurement of the current pulse ampli¬

tude and to check its shape. The pulse amplitude, width and re¬

petition rate must be adjustable in the approximate ranges 1mA to

12mA, 10ms to 150ms and 2pps to 0.2pps respectively in order to

test both file small and large thermistors. This specification is

derived from the thermistor data shown in section 5.7 and pre¬

liminary flow tests.

The oscillator is the standard P.R.C. circuit for telemetry

work. The gating and counting circuitry, which is also intended

for use with the in^-vivo system, is constructed from positive logic

modules produced by Digital Equipment Corporation (D.E.C.). Their
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Figure 6.1, A block diagram of the proposed in vivo
flowmeter circuitry.

Figure 6.2. A block diagram of the test circuitry.
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maximum operating frequency is around 10MHz.

6.2 Pulse Generator

No commercial pulse generator meeting the above specification

"as available, therefore the circuit shown as a block diagram in

figure 6.3 and in detail in figure 6.4 was developed. The current

pulses are generated by switching a transistor into saturation

from the off state. The thermistor and resistor are connected in

series to its collector together with a current regulator which

controls the amplitude of the current pulse. The pulses which

switch the transistor are generated by a monostable which is

triggered by a unijunction transistor circuit. This arrangement

introduces the problem that, in the off state, the reference level

at the thermistor is the supply voltage rather than ground. The

adjustment of the reference level is achieved by incorporating the

thermistor and resistor in a bridge circuit. The voltage appearing

across a tap of the bridge outout load is amplified by a differential

amplifier to produce a positive pulse from a zero volt reference.

The pulse repetition rate is defined by the time constant

in the trigger circuit and is variable between 50pps and 0.2pps.

The output of this circuit is differentiated to ensure an

unambiguous trigger pulse for the monostable. The nonostable is

constructed from a single integrated circuit (consisting of four

2-input nand gates) together with capacitor C2 and variable resistor

R2» The charging tine of C2 through R2 defines the pulse width
which can vary from 18 to 160ms. Three of the gates are employed

as inverters to adjust logical states and to produce a positive out¬

put pulse. The voltage levels of the pulse are 0 and 3 volts with
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Figure 6.3. A biock diagram of the pulse generator and level

changer.
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Figure 6.4. The circuit diagram of the pulse generator

and level changer.
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a rise time of better than 20ns. This signal is applied to the

base of the switching transistor via a resistor(which is designed

to limit the base current)and I:speed~upi: capacitor. The rise
time of the current pulse through the thermistor is typically

300ns.

The V-I characteristic of the current source which is described

in reference 77 is drawn in figure 6.5. The zener diodes define

the voltage levels at the bases of the transistors while the emitter

resistors define the currents through each arm. A potentiometer

is used in one arm to permit adjustment of the current pulse

amplitude. The component values used allow a variation in the

range 1.2mA to 20mA. The slope resistance ia the operating range

is approximately 1 UjTL. The current pulse amplitude is measured

by using a differential input oscilliscope to monitor the voltage

appearing across the known resistor in series with the thermistor.

The accuracy of this measurement is - 5% and includes the error

contributed by the bridge load current.

The differential amplifier is designed with a collector

resistance of 47KSl. A smaller value of resistance shorts the

oscillator tank circuit to ground to an unacceptable extent. The

mean of the excursions of the output pulse heights may be preset

to a level suitable for modulating the V.C.0. This is achieved by

selecting a suitable value for the series resistor, P^, in the
bridge. The maximum modulating voltage which is defined by the

line voltage of the V.C.0. is, in this case, 4 volts. The system

must be capable of reproducing the shape of the information bearing

slope of the voltage pulse across the thermistor. To achieve this

the gain is preset at unity by suitable attenuation of the bridge
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V ( volts)

Figure 6.5. The V-I characteristic of the current source^
for a particular value of R^.
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output voltage.

6.3 The Oscillator and Transmission Gate

The circuit diagram is shovn in figure 6.6. The sensitivity

of the overall system to flow rates is directly related to the value

of the frequency and deviation of the voltage-controlled oscillator.

The maximum possible frequency is defined by the maximum operating

frequency of the counter which is approximately 10MHz. The fre¬

quency deviation of the oscillator is determined by the varactor

diode and its series capacitor. For a large deviation the series

capacitor must be large. The impedance at the input to the tuned

circuit is cayacitive. This impedance, together with the output

impedance of the differential amplifier, introduces an integrating

time constant which degrades the rise time of the modulating pulse.

A 1000 pf capacitor is found to introduce a time constant of 20yu.s
so that approximately 80^ s must lapse before the pulse attains its
maximum value.

Now. the measurement of the leading-edge height may be made at

any time at the beginning of the heating pulse provided that the

heat transfer mechanism is conduction only and that the measurements

are carried out at identical times on each pulse. 'Therefore,

assuming these conditions are met, a delay of 80 us between the

leading edge and the start of counting will not introduce signifi¬

cant error in the measurement of the leading edge. By adjusting

the transmission gate to introduce such a delay the counter xjill

commence operation when the deformation of the modulating pulse due

to this time constant is negligible.

The voltage-frequency characteristic of the 7.C.O. was
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Figure 5.6. A circuit diagram of the oscillator and

transmission gate.
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measured using an Advance TC3 timer/counter with an f.e.t. probe

as shown, with the results, in figure 6.7. The frequency of the

oscillator is temperature dependent (primarily because the

capacitance of the varactor is temperature dependent). If room

temperature is maintained approximately constant at 21°C - 1.5°C,
the stability of the oscillator h 10 MHz - lKHz (i.e. -0.01%).

The variation of deviation with modulating voltage has been derived

from figure 6.7 and the results are included in this figure.

A buffer stage is included between the V.C.O. and the trans¬

mission gate in order to improve the isolation of the V.C.O. The

transmission gate is switched on by the monostable output via a

resistor which is designed to limit the base current and a "speed¬

up" capacitor. The leading-edge shape of the envelope of the F.M.

burst at the gate output is substantially determined by the action

of capacitor which is connected in parallel with the switching

transistor and its emitter resistor. The capacitor charges towards

line voltage during the off period via leakage current through Trl,

so that it must discharge through the switching transistor and

emitter resistor before the biasing conditions of the second tran¬

sistor are such as to transmit the F.M. burst. Its value is

adjusted to introduce the required delay. The timing of the delays

at the leading edges of the differential amplifier output, the

transmission gate output (and the Schmitt trigger which is associated

T^ith the counting circuitry) is shown in figure 6.8. A photograph

of the circuit assembly is shown in figure 6.9.

By estimating a value for the period over which the frequency

is to he counted it is possible to assess the sensitivity of such a
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modulating voltage (volts)

Figure 6.7. The voltage—frequency characteristic of the
voltage controlled oscillator together with the equipment
used to measure it.
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Figure 6.8. The timing of the leading edges of the above
signals.
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Figure 6.9. The circuit assembly.
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system. The value of the current pulse width was estimated from

preliminary experiments in which a pulse train with a 6mA. pulse

height was supplied to the thermistor, It was located on the wall

of a 1mm diameter tube through which water was flowing. The voltage

response to flow changes was examined using an oscilloscope. A

current pulse width of around 50ms was necessary to detect flow

variations. Now the count period will in part determine the

instrument's sensitivity and it is required to be as large as

possible. A value equal to 10% of the pulse width is adopted.

Hence,for a counting period of 5ms the total count registered at a

frequency of 10 MHz is 5 x 10^ counts, and, with a V.C.O. deviation

of 400 KHz V one count represents 500yjiV. The instability of

the oscillator will introduce an error of -5 counts>which is
equivalent to a voltage change of -2.5raV.

6.4 Gating and Counting Circuitry

The gating and counting circuitry was constructed using D.E.C.

M-series modules in order to minimise the time required to assemble

the system. A block diagram of the circuitry is shown in figure

6.10. The central part of the system is a 12 bit binary UP/DOWN

counter which is capable of switching counting mode without dis¬

turbing the contents of the counter. Its input and operating con¬

ditions are controlled by the logic circuitry, as is the transfer of

counter contents to the stores. The system is designed to count

in the UP mode for a fixed period at the beginning of the F.M. burst

and to count in the DOWN mode for an identical period towards the

end of the burst. Both the UP and DIFFERENCE counts are trans¬

ferred to separate stores to await processing by the computer.
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Figure'6.10. A
circuitry.

block diagram of the gating and counting
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The timing of the control logic is referred to the first pulse of

the F.M. burst which has been converted to a square wave pulse train

by a Schmitt trigger. This initial pulse triggers the master start

monostable which controls subsequent circuits.

6.4.1 Gating Pulse Logic

The control logic design was approached by first considering

the system necessary to generate the counter gate control pulses.

From this the counter control logic was developed. Since identical

counter gate pulses are required, one monostable is used to generate

both pulses, with a second monostable determining the interval

between them. The logic and timing diagram of this section is

shown in figures 6.11 and 6.12 respectively. The monostables

are triggered by a negative transition and the counter responds to

a positive transition. Considering figures 6.11 and 6.12, the

leading edge of the first pulse of the F.M. burst triggers Ml

causing the output to change from the logical 0 state to the logical

1 state. Its complementary output is transmitted by gate 1, and

triggers M2 to produce the first counter gate pulse at its normal

output. The complementary output signal is transmitted and

inverted by<pte 2 to trigger M3 on the trailing edge. The output

of monostable 3 nerforms two functions: its trailing edge causes

a negative transition at the output of gate 1, retriggering M2 and

hence generating the second counter gate pulse. Simultaneously it

triggers M4 which inhibits gate 2 and thereby prevents M2 from

retriggering M3. The counter gate pulses open gate 3 to feed the

output of the Schmitt trigger to the counter for the required periods.
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Figure 6,11. Logic diagram of the gating pulse circuitry.
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6.4.2.The Counter Control Logic

The counter control logic is designed to meet the counter

operating conditions and timing requirements shown in figure 6.13

and also to generate the necessary reset and transfer commands.

A logic diagram of the complete system is shown in figure 6.14.

The associated timing diagram is illustrated in figure 6.15.

Referring to these diagrams, the output of gate 4S which provides

the enable signal, is switched to the logical 1 state by the leading

edge of the master start pulse. 115 and M.6 are associated with the

disable command which must occur prior to a change in the counting

mode. M5 defines the time when the command occurs with respect to

the leading edge of the master start pulse. M6, which is triggered

by the trailing edge of M5, defines its duration. Further, the

output of M6 is used as 'transfer command 1' since it occurs after

the completion of the UP count. M7 ensures that a time greater

than 500ns lapses before the counting mode is changed by triggering

M8 with its trailing edge, and M8 returns to the stable logical 1

state at some time after the second counter gate pulse. 'Transfer

command 2' is generated by gate 5 in response to the Ml and M4 logic

levels. It produces a positive pulse which occurs at the trailing

edge of the master start pulse. Finally the counter is reset to

the logical 0 state by a pulse appearing at the output of M9 when

triggered by the trailing edge of 'transfer command 2'. The com¬

plete cycle is repeated on the arrival of the next F.M. burst.

This system is realised using five M302 dual delay multivi¬

brator modules, a Mill inverter module and a M121 AND/NOR gate

module. The M302 module contains two individual monostables which.
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Figure 6.13,The counter operating conditions and
requirements.
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F.M. burst

Figure 6.14. Logic diagram of the control logic circuitry.
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when triggered by a negative edge, respond with a change from

logical 0 state to the logical 1 state for a duration which is

adjustable between 50ns and 7.5ms. By connecting the appropriate

internal capacitor the approximate value required within this range

can be selected. Fine adjustments can then be made using the

potentiometer provided. The pulse width can be extended by the

addition of external canacitots. lOynF and 100/H,F produce pulse

widths adjustable in the ranges 5ms to 75ms and 50ms to 750ms

respectively. The recovery time can be calculated from the
. 78

equation

6.!

where t is time in seconds and C is capacitance in microfarads.

The input load and output drive capability are specified in terms

of a number of unit loads. For the M302 the values are 2.5 and

25 unit loads respectively. The Mill module contains sixteen

individual inverters. The input load is 1 unit and the fan out

10 unit loads. The M121 module, which contains six individual

AND/NOP. gates was selected, employing economic considerations,

from the range of gate modules available. A diagram of an AND/

NOR gate is shown in figure 6.16. The simple NOR gate module

contains ten gates and is more expensive than the Ml21. The input

load and fan out values of the M121 gates are 1 and 10 unit loads

respectively. Loading nroblems arise in applying the reset command

to each counter bit and in applying 'transfer command 2'. These

are overcome by utilising the high fan out inverters (30 unit loads)

which are supplied with the counter modules. A diagram of the

control logic in B.E.C. symbols is shown in figure 6.17. Code
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INPUTS °/p
A B C D

o o o o 1
o 0 o 7 7
o o 1 0 7
0 o 1 7 0

0 7 o 0 1
o 7 0 7 7
o 7 7 o 7

o 1 7 7
7 0 0 o 7
1 0 0 7 1
7 0 1 0 7
7 0 7 7 o

7 7 o o o

7 1 o 7 0

7 7 1 0 o

7 7 7 7 0

Figure 6.16. The AND/NOR gate with its truth table
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numbers are attached to each card in the physical system and these

are included in this diagram.

Module M501 is basically a Schmitt trigger with variable

threshold and hysteresis. It has an upper threshold level variable

between 1.7 and 2V and a lower threshold variable between 1.1 and

0.8V. The threshold levels are adjusted to produce a pulse train

with a mark/space ratio of lsl. Both an inverted and a non-

inverted output are provided with fan outs of 8 and 10 unit loads

respectively. The output voltage levels of 0 and 3 volts are

compatible with the M-series modules.

The propagation delays of the modules which generate the

counter gate control pulses require investigation in order to insure

that gate 3 opens sufficiently quickly to transmit all the ptilses

from the Schmitt output. Typical delays introduced by an inverter

and a gate are 15ns each. The delay introduced by the monostable

between the trailing edge trigger and the leading edge of the output

is typically 50 ns. From figure 6.17, it can be seen that the

total propogation delay is 160 ns. Now, the pulse width of the

Schmitt trigger output is approximately 500 ns, hence the initial

pulse will be transmitted. Further, considering figure 6.17 the

enable command will occur 15 ns prior to the arrival of the pulse

train at the counter input, thereby satisfying the counter timing

requirements.

Unused monostable inr»uts are connected to a +3V line in order

to ensure maximum noise immunity. The principal error in the

system is concerned with the stability of the monostable M2.

Stability values are not quoted by the manufacturer so that these
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measurements were carried out using the Advance TC-S counter with

a P6 plug-in unit. The accuracy of its internal oscillator is - 1

in 107 Hz in the temperature range 10 to 40°C. M2 produces two

pulsess one at the leading edge and one at the trailing edge of the

voltage pulse. The accuracy of the width of the first pulse was

found to be temperature dependent and was measured as 5 ms - 2u.s
• o

(i.efO.OAZ) in the temperature range 21 - 1.5 C. The second pulse

was compared to the first on two separate channels of an oscillo¬

scope. The pulses were separated by using two 2-input nand gates.

In one case the inputs of the nand gate were connected to the out¬

puts of M2 and M5, in the other the output of M2 and the comple¬

mentary output of M8 were used. The two pulses differed in width

by byKs - 0.5yj.s in the above temperature range, the first pulse
being longer. The accuracy of the system may be improved during

flow measurement by monitoring the width of the first pulse and

adjusting the values of the counts obtained for variations in pulse

width. An offset will be present in the DIFFERENCE count due to

the 6yi2.s difference in pulse widths. This offset is an increasing
function of the counter gate pulse width.

An examination of the output of the Schmitt circuit revealed

two possible sources of error. The leading edge of the envelope

of the Schmitt output varies by approximately - 3yU,s with respect to
/

the leading edge of the heating pulse5and, the Schmitt circuit does

not respond to some of the input cycles during the first 5/t-s after

the first Schmitt transition. A variable error with the maximum

value of 20 counts was attributed to these sources. This value

was obtained by monitoring the first pulse width of the output of
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M2 and correcting the UP and DIFFERENCE counts while employing a

10 MHz signal and maintaining ambient temperature constant. It

was found that 80 measurements had to be taken to eliminate the

variance in the error due to the Schmitt. The distribution of

the values of these measurements is not normal. It tend? to be

bimodal, as it was noted that during 20 consecutive measurements the
•f

maximum value of the counts with an error of - 2 counts and the

minimum counts with a similar error xrere recorded. Therefore, an

alternative method of treating this error, when using a p.r.f. of

around lpps, is to take the mean of the maximum and minimum values

obtained from 20 consecutive counts. These errors then reduce to

*5* s "f*
- 4 in the UP count and - 4 plus a constant offset count in the

DIFFERENCE count. These errors,which are the limits of the
error magnitude^,will be referred to as the Gchmitt error.

6.4.3 Counter and Store

The counter and store are shown in block diagram form in

figure 6.18. Figure 6.19 illustrates the basic unit from which

the system is constructed. The basic counter module, type M211,

is a 6 bit binary counter. Set and reset inputs are available

for each bit together with both the output and its complement.

Its operating conditions have already been described and are

illustrated in figure 6.13.

It is intended to minimise the counter hardware required by

registering only those bits which are determined by the blood

temperature and flow rate. The counter will operate with a

constant overflow. The total number of counts corresponding to
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Figure 6.19. A diagram of the basic unit of the counter
and store system.
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the leading edge height of the voltage pulse must be calculated

if it is required. This is achieved easily by calculating the

total number of counts obtained at the known frequency with the

known counter gate pulse width. Division by the counter capacity

yields the number of time3 the counter overflows. The size of

the counter required can be calculated by estimating the count

change produced by the maximum temperature change and the maximum

flow change. For the case of the 12 volt supply using a 1 K-5^

thermistor with a temperature coefficient of ~1.63J/°C., the voltage

change is 0.196 mV/°C. The maximum change in deep body temperature

in the bird is 4°C. Therefore, the voltage change is 784 mV, pro¬

ducing a count change of 1568 when a 5 ms counter gate pulse is

used with a deviation of 400KHz/V. If the heating oulse in the

zero flow case generates a 10°C temperature rise, this corresponds

to a count difference between leading and trailing edges of the

heating pulse of 3920. An increase in the flow rate will cause

the count difference to diminish. Therefore, the estimated maxi¬

mum count which is required to be measured is 3920 so that a 12 bit

counter is required.

The counter is constructed by connecting two M211 modules in

series. Two stores with the gates, shown in figure 6.20, are

connected in parallel to each counter bit, so that by applying the

appropriate transfer command to the appropriate gate, one store will

contain the UP count and the other the BIFFEREHCE count. The 3tore

unit employs Reset-Set type flip flops, eight of which are supplied

as the M203 module. Each flip flop is made up of two 2-input nand

gates with the outputs cross-coupled. Its input gating is
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constructed by connecting a 2-input nand gate to both the set and

reset inputs. A further 2-input nand gate is connected to the com¬

plementary output of the flip flop to control the transmission of

the store contents to the PDP-8L computer. The computer supplies

the flag command.

The information contained in both stores is transferred to the

computer at some convenient time between heating pulses. It is

converted from binary to decimal form and printed out on a teletype

as two columns of figures. One column contains the UP counts and

the other the DIFFERENCE counts, while each line contains the informa¬

tion relating to one heating pulse. The computer is programmed to

display twenty consecutive lines following a manual start command.

The temperature corrected flow measurement is calculated from this

data. With the in vivo flowmeter it is intended to use the PDP-8L

computer to correct the flow measurement for changes in blood temper¬

ature, to obtain the mean values and to display the results in

graphical form.

The counter system, a photograph of which is shown in figure

6.21, was tested using the apparatus shown in figure 6.22. The

oscillator was modulated by a d.c. voltage adjustable in the range 9

to 4 volts, while its frequency was monitored by the TC8 Advance timer/

counter. A pulse generator operating at a frequency of 1 pps opened

the transmission gate for 100 ms. The width of the counter gate

pulses was 8 ms in this case. Data from 20 consecutive pulses were

recorded for each value of modulated voltage and the mean of the

maximum and minimum values calculated for both the UP and DIFFERENCE

counts. Figure 6.23 shows the results plotted as a graph of frequency



Figure6.21.TheD.E.C.circuitassembly.
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Figure6,22.A block diagram of the equipment used in
testing the counter.
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Figure 6.23. A graph of frequency versus UP and DOWN

counts ( pulse width = 100 m S ; counter gate pulse width = 8mS)
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versus UP and DIFFERENCE counts. Room temperature for these

measurements lay within 21 ± 1.5°C. The sources of error already

described, namely the oscillator stability, the counter gate pulse

width and the Schmitt error, can be shown to account for the measured

errors. For a 10 MHz signal the maximum error caused by the

oscillator stability in both the UP and DIFFERENCE count is ±8 counts.

This assumes that, in the short term (100 ms), the stability is such

as to contribute no additional error to the DIFFERENCE count. The

counter gate pulse width contributes a maximum error ±32 counts

(0.04%) in the UP count and t5 counts in the DIFFERENCE count. The

offset caused by the difference in the widths of the two pulses has

a value of approximately 80 counts with an 8 ms pulse. The Schmitt

error is ±4 counts in the UP and DIFFERENCE counts with a constant

offset of-10 counts. Hence the total error limits in the UP count

are ±44 counts and in the DIFFERENCE count ±17 for a 10 MHz signal.

The results lie within these limits.

6.5 The Model Flow System

The flow system which is used with water and blood is shown in

figure 6.24. A glass reservoir is mounted approximately 3 metres

above the level of the thermistor. (The height is limited by the

height of the laboratory.) The liquid flow rate in the outlet tube

is controlled by a tap at its base, the output of which is deflected

either into a second reservoir or into a measuring cylinder. The

maximum flow rate of water and blood through a 1 mm diameter tube was

found to be 1.56 ml s * and 0.72 ml s * respectively. Different

maximum flow rates for a given pressure head are, of course, expected

from the data on kinematic viscosity shown in table 5.1. The pressure
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ure6.24.A diagram of the flow system.
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head constancy is achieved by pumping the liquid from the lower to

the upper reservoir and draining the excess back to the lower

reservoir via the overflow tube. P.V.C. tubes are used, xri.th the

exception of the section containing the thermistor which is silicone

rubber. No reaction was observed between the system materials and

the blood, which was citrated human blood. However, a clotting

reaction occurred at the overflow inlet when there was a very low

flow rate at that point. The problem was solved by a suitable

adjustment of the pump to increase return flow. The volumetric flow

rate, controlled by the tap, was measured by directing the flow into

the measuring cylinder for a known time. The maximum error in the

flow rate measurement was assessed as ±5% by carrying out several

measurements at one of a range of flow rates and examining the spread

of the results.
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Chapter 7

FLOWMETER ASSESSMENT

7.1 Test conditions and errors

In the tests to assess flowmeter performance a thermistor

with a resistance of 1.24 K-n. at 25°C and a B-value of 1330

(0<25 * 1«5%/°C) was used. All flow measurements were carried out
at room temperature (21°C t 1.5°C) in order to avoid the problem of

maintaining the flow system at the deep body temperature of the bird

(40°c t 2°C). The variation in ambient temperature was kept to the

practical minimum of tl.5°C in order to minimise the temperature

dependent equipment errors. The thermistor resistance and tempera¬

ture coefficient at 21°C are 1.32 Kjv and 1.54%/°C respectively.

The fluids used in the tests were tap water and citrated human blood.

The blood was obtained from a blood bank as outdated stock and was

stored at 0°C before use. Avian blood was not used because of the

difficulty of obtaining sufficient to fill the flow system.

Circuit adjustments are made in the following order. The

heating current is measured by monitoring the voltage pulse train

appearing across the known resistor in series with the thermistor,

and is adjusted to the required value. The absolute accuracy of the

pulse amplitude measurement is ±5%. The amplitude of the voltage

pulses appearing at the output of the differential amplifier is

adjusted to a suitable value to modulate the oscillator. A leading

edge voltage of around 2.5 V was chosen. The counter gate control

pulse is then measured on an oscilloscope and is adjusted to the

required width. The number of times that the counter overflows during

the UP count can now be calculated. In general, however, the total
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number o£ UP counts is not required.

The width of the first counter gate pulse of each heating pulse

was monitored during the flow measurement using the Advance TC-8

timer/counter. The error in the UP count introduced by the variation

in pulse width (5-0.04% or ±2/ts for a 5 ras pulse) was reduced by

applying a suitable correction to the count. For a 10 MHz signal,

the UP count is corrected by the addition or subtraction of a number

of counts equal to the variation from the required value. This

variation is derived from the TC-8 reading. The accuracy of the

timer/counter measurement is to. l^ts, so that this contribution to

UP count error is reduced to tl count. When the same correction is

applied in the case of a 5 ms pulse with a signal frequency of 10.4 MHz

or 9.5 MHz the error is reduced to t2 counts. At all frequencies

the variation in pulse width is used as the value of the UP count

correction. The magnitude of the error in the DIFFERENCE count

caused by the variation in the two counter gate pulses is more com¬

plicated to establish. The second pulse width is equal to the first

minus 6jjoS tO.Sjj. s. At constant signal frequency the DIFFERENCE
count error is simply that contributed by 6j+ s i 0.5j-^s. However,
different signal frequencies, f^, and f^, during the UP and DOWN
counts respectively, will cause an error in the DIFFERENCE count equal

to

i((f1 - f2) x 0.04% of the first pulse width)
in addition to the contribution made by the 6jj. s to. 5y- s. Further,
the frequency, f2» corresponding to a particular flow rate is also a
function of temperature, so that there is the possibility of producing

further error, which arises during the 6^„s t 0.5j.es period as f2
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changes with temperature. For a 5 ms pulse and a frequency difference,

fl ~ fo» $00 KHz the DIFFERENCE count error is tl plus the contri¬
bution during the 6/us 1 O.SjXfS period. At a frequency, of
10.3 MHz i 100 KHz the error produced by the 6^s t 0.5yus difference
in pulse widths is 62 ± 6. Thus, the total error in the DIFFERENCE

count is a constant offset count of 62 and a variable error of ± 7

counts. The values used in this example have been chosen from the

results in this chapter to produce the maximum error applicable to

the flow measurements made.

Twenty consecutive readings were made for each measurement.

The mean of the maximum and minimum values of both the UP and

DIFFERENCE counts were calculated after adjusting the UP counts to

account for variations in the counter gate pulses. As discussed in

Chapter 6, the error in both the UP and DIFFERENCE counts due to

variations in the initial response of the Schnitt circuit is a maximum

of ±4 counts. It also contributes a constant offset of-10 counts.

The oscillator stability contributes an error of ±5 in both the UP

and DIFFERENCE counts (assuming that the carrier frequency does not

drift in the interval between them). Hence, for a 5 ms counter gate

pulse the total maximum equipment error is ±10 in the UP count and

52 ± 16 in the DIFFERENCE count for each measurement.

7.2 The correction factors

It is now necessary to evaluate the correction factor which is

required to account for the variations in the deviation of the V.C.O.

with modulating voltage. It is also necessary to establish the

validity of the correction for variations in liquid temperature,

(1 - o0£*T )), which was developed in Chapter 1. Here the
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temperature coefficient of resistance, o(, , is assumed to be constant.

The approach adopted for both cases is to examine the DIFFERENCE

count measurements obtained when the thermistor is supplied with

current pulses in a bath of still water at different temperatures.

Calculated and experimentally derived results can then be compared.

The heating and counter gate pulse widths were adjusted to 50 ms and

5 ms respectively. The reference value of the counter gate pulse,

measured by the timer/counter, was 4.91 ms. The amplitude of the

heating pulses was adjusted to produce a peak voltage of 6V across

the thermistor at room temperature (21°C in this case). The

difference in voltage between the leading and trailing edges of the

pulses was measured as 0.9V. A pulse repetition rate of 0.2 pps

was used to ensure that the device cooled to ambient temperature

between pulses. The output of the differential amplifier was

adjusted to a leading edge height of 2.5 V. The temperature of the

water bath was measured with a mercury thermometer to an accuracy

of - 0.1°C. All measurements were made when the water appeared

still. The temperature range used was restricted in order to

satisfy the condition of maintaining the bath at a constant

temperature over twenty readings without significant free convection.

The results are shown in figure 7.1. It can be seen that, in the
o + o

temperature range 21 C - 1.5 C the DIFFERENCE count must be corrected

by + 4 counts for a change in ambient temperature corresponding to

~ 9 counts. This is the value of the sum of the correction factors

and it is used to correct subsequent results. However, before

continuing, it is necessary to examine the components which make up

this correction factor. It will be referred to as the ''combined

correction factor".
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The amplitudes of the leading and trailing edges of the

modulating voltages are known at 21°C so that it is possible to

estimate the DIFFERENCE count at that temperature by estimating

the resulting frequencies from figure 6.7 (the graph of oscillator

frequency versus modulating voltage). Further, the DIFFERENCE

counts over the temperature range can be estimated in a similar t?ay

by assuming a constant value of temperature coefficient, o(o. and
a constant voltage difference of 0.9 V. (The DIFFERENCE voltage

corresponding to the DIFFERENCE counts is smaller than this value

because the frequency was counted over a period equal to 10% of

the heating pulse width. However» this value of 0.9 V is suffici¬

ently accurate for the purposes of this analysis). The leading

and trailing edge voltages at 21 - X°C are then (v,.o. + V01or X<x )JL\. V /.I Vj °

and (V2l°c * V21°C X<H>~ ^ volts. This presupposes that the
value of the temperature correction factor, (l--o( (Th~ To )) , is

zero. The results of these calculations are plotted in figure 7.1.

The change in DIFFERENCE count with temperature obtained in this

way is attributable to the variation in deviation of the V.C.O. with

modulating voltage.

An approximate value for the temperature correction factor

which is applicable about 21°C can be calculated from the available

data together with equation 1.9,

r-rt _ r'R.

The DIFFERENCE voltage of 0.9 V measured at 21°C corresponds to a

temperature difference, f-T^, of 9.74°C, assuming 0^to be constant.
If the temnerature correction factor, ( 1 - (Xo(Tb~ TQ)), is applied
to this value for T = 20°C3 then the corrected value is 9.89°€.
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That is, the approximate value of the temperature correction factor

is + 0,15°C per °C rise from the reference temperature. 0.15°C/°G
rise corresponds to an increase in the DIFFERENCE voltage of

13.8 mXr/°C rise. How, if the value of the oscillator deviation

is 330 KHz/V at a modulating voltage of 1.61 V, (i.e. 4.91 x 330

counts/V in this case) then the DOWN count is increased by 2.2

counts per °C rise and the DIFFERENCE count decreased by the same

amount. (The DIFFERENCE count will, of course, decrease with

increasing DOWN count because of the mode of operation of the

counter and of the V.C.O. The DOWN count is larger than the UP

count, hence the DIFFERENCE count is counted dorm from zero).

Kencej, the temperature correction factor in terms of counts

corresponds to a decrease in DIFFERENCE counts of 22 counts per

o_ .

C rise.

Combining the estimates for the "deviation and temperature

correction factors" for the temperature range 21°C - 1°C yields the

approximate value + SO counts per - 1°C. This does not correspond

to the experimentally derived value of + 80 counts per ~ 1°C. The

source of the discrepancy lies in the assumption that the temperature

coefficient of resistance, , is constant. O,0 is by definition a

function of temperature. Refering to section 1.3,

fy = —

o R dT

where R = Ro exp B(~ ~q) 7.1
B o

Therefore^ = -^■2 5 or more commonly^ = ^2 x 1A0 %/ C. The
change in between 21°G and 22°C can be shown to be 0.011%/°C.

An approximate calculation of the temperature correction

factor applicable about 21°C can be carried out using equation
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7.1. The value of the DIFFERENCE resistance for a 10°C temperature

rise from 21°C can be shown to be 182.5 j*. . Repetition of this

calculation for a 10°C rise from 22°C yields 178.6jQ-. Thus there

is a change in the DIFFERENCE resistance of -3.9A/°C, which is

not accounted for when the approximate equation,, R = Ro (l-ao(T-To))
is used. However^these calculations do not take into account the

change in power dissipation with variations in ambient temperature.

If the average temperature coefficient is assumed to be-1.46%/°C,
then a 1°C increase in ambient temperature will reduce the power

dissipation and the temperature rise at the trailing edge of the

pulse by a similar percentage. This temperature rise achieved from

an ambient temperature of 22 C is approximately 9.354°C. The

DIFFERENCE resistance at 22°C for this temperature rise becomes

176SI so that the change in the DIFFERENCE resistance now becomes

-6.5a/°C rise. By an argument similar to that used previously

to determine the temperature correction factor in terms of counts,

this decrease in DIFFERENCE resistance corresponds to a decrease

in the DIFFERENCE voltage of 29.5mV and an increase in the DIFFERENCE

count of 47 counts/°C rise. The correction required is therefore

-47 counts/°C rise. This is a more accurate value for the

temperature correction factor which is^ of course, already contained
in the experimentally derived 'combined correction factor". The

sum of the calculated correction factors does not equal the expert-"

mentally derived value because of the approximate nature of the

calculations.

One very important point has still to be considered; namely,

the effect of variations of the temperature coefficient with ambient
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temperature on the spread of DIFFERENCE counts obtained over the

flow range. That is, if the temperature coefficient varies signi¬

ficantly over the temperature range experienced at the trailing edge

of the heating pulse (21°C + 10°C) - 2°C, then the variation of the

trailing edge resistance with flow will also be a function of

ambient temperature. The temperature coefficients calculated at

31°C and 33°C are 1.4391 and 1.4204 %/°C respectively. Therefore,

the temperature coefficient varies by - 0.019%/2°C variation about

mean ambient temperature. If the change in DIFFERENCE count

between zero flow and maximum flow is 150 counts at 31°C then a

variation in ambient temperature of - 2°C alters this value by

+ 2 counts. An error of - 0.67%/°C is introduced in the flow

measurement. This error cannot be corrected without considerable

additional computations.

The above values, of course, apply to this particular ther

mistor and oscillator. It is envisaged that the combined correction

factor for any flowmeter will be experimentally established about tnem.

blood temperature using the technique described in this section.

The computations then necessary to obtain the corrected DIFFERENCE

count are considerably simplified by using the empirically derived

relationship between UP and DIFFERENCE counts in the required

temperature range.

It is possible to comment on the accuracy of the system for

temperature measurement from figure 7.1. The UP count increases bjr

180 counts per °C rise, so that 1 count corresponds to 0.0056°C.
— # #

However, an UP count error of - 10 counts limits the accuracy to

- 0.056°C. This is more than sufficient to meet the normal

requirements of deep body temperature measurement.
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7.3 Results

The thermistor was fitted into the artificial blood vessel and

included in the flow system. A photograph of the transducer is

shown in figure 7.2. Initially water was used.

The change in DIFFERENCE counts between zero flow and maximum

flow (95 ml/minute),A was measured for various current pulse

widths. A current pulse amplitude of 4.55 mAs which produces a

peak voltage of 6V at 21°C, was used. The counter gate nulse

width was constant at 5 ms. The results are shown in figure 7.3.

The maximum pulse repetition rate which permits the device to cool

to ambient temperature between pulses x?as also determined for

various current pulse widths. This repetition rate was taken as

the maximum value for no significant change in 100 consecutive

readings of the UP count under zero flow conditions. The results
are also shown in figure 7.3. In these floxmieter tests the

repetition rate used was slower than the suggested maximum values.

The change in DIFFERENCE counts between zero flow and maximum

flow for various currant pulse amplitudes was also determined.

The current pulse width and gating pulse width were 50 ms and 5 ms

respectively. The DIFFERENCE votage appearing across the ther-*

mistor at zero flow was also measured and the equivalent temperature,

rise calculated using equation 7.1. These results are presented in

figure 7.4.

The error in the measurements of change of DIFFERENCE count

contributed by the equipment is considerably less than shorn in the

graphs because the time between the zero flow and maximum flow

readings was not sufficient to permit relatively large changes in
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Figure 7.2. The transducer.
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ambient temperature. The shapes of the graphs obtained conform to

expectations. The change in DIFFERENCE count increases at a de¬

creasing rate with the heatihg pulse amplitude. The maximum pulse

repetition rate is a decreasing function of heating pulse width.

With this basic information on the performance of the flowmeter

it is possible to indicate the required operating conditions in the

bird. The minimum pulse repetition rate permitted is 1 pps and the

maximum desirable temperature rise is 10°C. It is obviously

desirable to maximise the change in DIFFERENCE counts with flow

given these limitations together with the maximum voltage

restriction. Therefore, for a thermistor at 40°C whose characteris¬

tics are similar to the thermistor used at 21°C the maximum value of

AC^ is approximately 150 counts with a heating and gating pulse
width of AO ms and 5 ms respectively and a 6V supply. If the

thermistor used in the above tests is used at 40°C, its resistance

and temperature coefficient decrease to 1.03 K-ft-and 1.38%/°C.

Further, if the amplitude of the current pulse is increased to pro¬

duce identical temperature rises then the values of A C^ are reduced
by approximately 10%. It is, of course, possible to increase the

current to obtain the same sensitivity without increasing the

supply voltage* however, the temperature rise obtained may exceed

the 10°C limit.

The relationship between flow rate and DIFFERENCE count over

the temperature r§nge 21°C - 1.5°C was examined using a current

pulse width and amplitude of 50 ms and A.55 mA respectively and a

gating pulse width of 5 ms. These values are chosen to produce a

relatively large change in DIFFERENCE count over the flow range in
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order to reduce the significance of the errors already discussed.

The results for both water and blood, which are obtained under

identical conditions, are shown in figure 7.5. It can be seen

that the results are similar, which suggests that calibration tests

may be carried out using water, and the results applied to blood flow

measurement. This assumes that citrated human blood and avian

blood have identical thermal properties and, in certain respects,

similar flow properties. The floxtf range used with blood is re¬

stricted by the pressure head available* The shapes of the graphs

are similar to that shown in figure 1.3 in Chanter 1. (As the flow

rate increases and cools the device, the trailing edge voltage in¬

creases. The corresponding frequency decreases so that the counter

contents at the end of the DOWN count increase.)

This flowmeter is most sensitive over the range 0 to 1 ml/s.

The error in the flow reading is approximately -0.1 ml/s.

Measurements were made of the DIFFERENCE count at zero flow

and at maximum flow immediately after filling the flow system with

blood and at various times over a period of 2 hours. These results

were reproducible within the stated error limits, which suggests

that there x/as no significant deposit of material from the blood on

to the transducer. Tllis was confirmed by a visual inspection of

the thermistor at the end of the experiment.

7.4 Discussion

It can be seen that equation 1,6

fits the results obtained for flow rate versus DIFFERENCE counts

when a' = 170 and b* = 1-8 . The value of a' in terms of counts
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Figure 7.5. The'graph of DIFFERENCE count versus flow rate for

blood and water. ( RW.=50ms: EA.= 4»55mA) The graph of

(^ = K^O)-M/0(1 — e J'8u) 'is also included.
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is a function of several factors which include the B-value and

resistance of the thermistor, the amplitude and "idth of the heating

pulse, the counter gate rmlse width, the frequency and deviation of

the oscillator and the thermal properties of the materials involved

in the heat transfer process. The value of b' is determined by the

geometry and dimensions of the flox? transducer. Its value is

independent of the current pulse amplitude and width. The value of

a' may be increased by increasing the frequency and deviation of

the oscillator. Variation of the dimensions of the heating pulse

in order to increase a' is limited by the restrictions on supply

voltage (6 V), the temperature rise (10°C max.) and the pulse re"

petition rate (1 pps minimum), which were discussed in previous

sections. It may be possible to increase a! by selecting another

type of thermistor material with a more favourable relationship

between S-value and resistivity.

It is possible to calibrate the output of the flowmeter

described for different heating pulse dimensions from the available

data together with the results of the experiment which must be

carried out to determine the combined deviation and temperature

correction factors applicable to a particular system. This

experiment also yields the calibration curve for blood temperature

versus counts and the value of (0) at the pre-selected reference

temperature. T . The value of b! does not change providing the flow
o '

transducer geometry is identical. The value of a' can be 031"

culated. The change in DIFFERENCE counts from zero flow to 1.5ft

ttl/SsACbjj is known so that
, A„ -1- 8 x 1.56)"'ra "Acd (1 " e /
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Hence, the calibration curve for flow rate versus DIFFERENCE

counts can be determined.

A computer can easily be programmed to apply the 'combined

correction factor1 to each reading and to compute the temperature

and flow rate of blood from the calibration curves.

The accuracy of the flowmeter is primarily limited by the

ermioment error. This error can be considerably reduced by using

phase loch loop (P.L.L.) integrated circuits in the inout section

of the data processing circuitry. This I.C., which is shown as a

block diagram in figure 7.65 is only recently available. A block

diagram of the proposed modifications ^ is shown in figure 7.7.

A continuous F.M. signal is transmitted from the bird in this new

arrangement. One P.L.L. I.C. is employed as a demodulator whose

purpose is to locate the information bearing part of the received

signal. The leading edge of the demodulated signal sets a

bistable which is used to form the sampling pulses. The leading

edge is also used to trigger a nonostable whose output defines

when the second sampling pulse occurs. A second P.L.L. I.C. is

employed to track the carrier frequency. The narrow band filter

included in its feedback loo^ is designed to smooth out the F.M.

signal. The bistable is reset jby the overflow output of tho

counter so that the counter gats pulse width is directly related to

the carrier frequency. The original counter Is controlled by pulses

which are derived from the counter gate pulses. With this system

the transmission gate of the implant circuitry is not required and

the oscillator drift is compensated for by varying the counter gate

pulse width. The use of a bistable to form the counter gate pulses
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\

Figure 7.6. A block diagram of a phase—lock loop I.C
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continuous IrM. i/p demodulator

P. L.L, LC.

A
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comparator
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f i I ter
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lh

1_ lj-1
circui try

. to produce
coun ter control
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Figure 7.7. A block diagram of the proposed modifications
79

to the receiver circuitry.
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removes the errors caused by the monostable M2 in the original
. X

system. Kence, the equipment error can be considerably reduced

and possibly eliminated by using this modification. The error in

the digital system is capable of being reduced to 1 count in the

final place of the UP count and 2 counts in the final place of the

DIFFERENCE count. The accuracy of the temperature measurement

then becomes - O.OOSG C and the error in the flow measurement - 2%

for a - 2°C variation in ambient temperature.

The error in flow measurement in the bird is also a function

of the amplitude of the pulsatile component of the flow. The

period of the fundamental of this component is 200 ms so that it

will not be averaged when the heating pulse width is 40 ms.

However, the amplitude of this component is expected to be small

compared te the amplitude of the range of flow rates. Further, it

is relatively large changes in flow rate that are of interest to

the physiologists. Two approaches may be taken to deal with the

pulsatile component. The computer may be programmed to average

it over the period in which the steady flow component is constant.

These periods are expected to be of the order of or greater than

10s. Alternatively, the magnitude of the pulsatile component

can be taken as the maximum sensitivity required of the flowmeter.

The second approach is obviously dependent on the relative magnitudes

of the flow components.

The power consumption of the flowmeter described, can now be

calculated. It is equivalent to a continuous consumption cf

when the currant pulse width and amplitude are 40 ms and 4.55 mA

respectively and the thermistor resistance equals 1.32 ILn.. If

half the battery capacity of 150 raA hours is available to drive the
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transducer, then it will he capable of continuous operation for a

period of 445 hours (i.e. approximately 18.5 days). This is

sufficient to neet the requirements of the physiological experi

nents outlined in Chanter 1. The operating time may be increased

at the expense of the sensitivity of the instrument if required.

The two flow ranges of interest in the nhysiological research

are 0 to 0.5 ml/s in the oviduct blood supply system and 0 to

2 ml/s in the renal portal system. The kidney is supplied by

several vessels so that the maximum flow rate in any one vessel

can be taken as approximately 1 ml/s. The existing floxr trans¬

ducer will operate satisfactorily in both cases. The operating

range of the flowmeter can be extended by increasing the diameter

of the artificial blood vessel in order to reduce the velocity of

the blood flowing over the thermistor. For a flow rate of 1 nl/s

the velocity of the blood averaged over the cross sectional area of

the vessel in the existing flowmeter is 128 on/s. For an identical

average velocity at a flow rate of 2 ml/s, the vessel diameter must

be increased to approximately 1.4 mm. Now, if the current pulse

width is maintained at 40 ns, the penetration depth of the thermal

disturbance at the trailing edge of the heating pulse will not

occupy the sane proportion of the tube radius as with the 1 mm

diameter vessel^and the sensitivity of the flowmeter will be reduced.
This flowmeter, then, is capable of meeting the requirements

outlined in Chapter 1. It will measure the steady flow rate in

small diameter blood vessels. The power consumption is sufficiently

low for the transducer and its associated circuitry to be implanted

in the bird. The associated circuitry consists of a pulse
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generator and a voltage controlled oscillator, both of which can

be fabricated in thin film form. Work is continuing in the

development of this circuitry and of the receiver circuitry.
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APPENDIX 1

A Short Survey of Techniques for Blood Flow Measurement

A.1.1 Introduction

There is no flowmeter exploiting a single physical principle

which can meet all the requirements of blood flow measurement.

Instead there is a large number of flowmeters exploiting different

principles with different inherent restrictions which can measure

specific cases of blood flow. The variety of methods used include

mechanicals electricals acousticalj thermal and optical techniques.

Many types have largely been made obsolete by the latest work in

the field. This survey concentrates on the more modern methods,

while describing briefly some of the old ones. A fuller description

of the older methods, along with the bibliography, is to be found in

reference 80. A summary of the limitations of the methods described

in this Appendix is contained in Tables 1.1 and 1.2.

A.1.2 Outflow methods

The simplest and most reliable method of measuring the mean

volumetric flow rate consists of collecting blood from an opened

vessel in a graduated cylinder over a measured period of time.

This method is most frequently employed to calibrate other types of

flowmeter. The system may be made more sophisticated by arranging

that the cylinder contents are returned automatically to the circula¬

tion system after a known period of time. Short time measurements

are obtained which are repeatable at intervals. The intervals are

a function of the rapidity of emptying the cylinder.

For very low flow rates an alternative method has been

developed^ in which the tine interval between drops leaving the
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vessel is measured. The mean flow rate can be calculated by

assuming each drop contains an identical known volume of blood. A

photoelectric transducer may be used to detect each drop and control

the timing device. These systems are obviously independent of the

properties and velocity ptofile of the blood.

A.1.3 Venous occlusion method

80
This method consists of temporarily occluding the venous

flow from an organ or linh and measuring the resulting rate of

change of volume by immersing the part in a container of water and

noting the rate of displacement of the water. It is a rapid method

of estimating the relative volumetric flow rate to a region.

A.1.4 Travelling markers
82

The earliest flowmeters designed to work in arteries employed

a U-tube containing saline solution inserted in the vessel with a

tap system such that the blood could be diverted through the U-tube.

Figure A.1.1 illustrates the arrangement. The flow measurement

was made by diverting the blood into the tube and timing the blood-

saline interface over a known length. The mean flow rate was then

calculated assuming a know tube diameter. The principal dis¬

advantage was that the tube had to be refilled with saline before the

measurement was repeated.
30

More sophisticated systems have been developed • in which a

transparent tube of know dimensions is implanted in the blood

vessel. An air bubble of sufficient size to fill a short section

of the tube is injected into one end and timed as it travels a

know distance along the tube before being removed at the other end,
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:T.~_saline _ .solution —

transparent tubes blood
vessel ■

Figure A.1.1. a diagram of an early U-tube flowmeter
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83
Automatic injection-timing-removal systems have been developed

This method assumes that the bubble and blood velocity are identical.

Hoi-ever,at high f 1ott rates the bubble moves faster than the floir

because it appears to lose contact with the wall and to travel in
84

the axial stream. This produces an error of less than 5% at a

flow rate of 200 ml/minute in a 4 mm diameter tube.

85
A thermal marker technique has been described by Stow in

which a heated section of blood is timed between two temperature

sensors a known distance anart in a tube of known dimensions.

This has the advantage that no marker removal system is necessary.

80
Dyes and radiopaque materials have also been used ' as markers in

systems using the appropriate detectors. In general these methods

will only permit single short time recordings of mean volumetric

flow rate which can be repeated at intervals. They depend on the

marker remaining clearly defined in the blood stream over the

measured distance. In general the calibration is independent of

the velocity profile and physical properties of the blood.

A.1.5 Marker dilution methods

Several useful methods for estimating flow rate in caoillary
8o

beds and through organs have been developed ' using markers which

mix with the Mood. The volumetric flo^ rates are estimated by

plotting a time-concentration curve of the marker at the injection

site, as in the case of the capillary beds3 or at the exit of an

organ when the injection site is at its entrance. The methods in 1

the case of capillary beds3 assumes that the diffusion equilibrium

of the marker in the blood and tissue is achieved extremely rapidly

compared to the flow rate of the blood. The outflow from the
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region contains a constant fraction of the total marker in the

region. The fraction is dependent on the partition coefficient of

the marker in the blood and the particular tissue. This co

efficient is a constant so that the rate of clearance of the marker

is proportional to the blood flow rate. Knowing the partition

coefficients the volume and density of tissue involved, and the

quantity of marker injected, the amount of marker taken up by unit

weight of tissue can be calculated. Thus the mean flow rate is

calculated per unit weight of tissue. The markers include radio¬

active xenon or krypton dissolved in saline and nitrous oxide which

is absorbed by the lungs.

Similar thermal methods^have been described in which a

region of tissue experiences a short heating pulse. The effective

thermal conductivity of the region is a function of the blood flow

rate through it. Therefore a temperature-time graph describing

the region immediately after the pulse reflects the flow rate.

The mixing method may also be used in blood vessels and

organs with cavities, such as the heart, providing it can be assumed

that the blood and marker are thoroughly mixed before being detected.
87

A thermal dilution method used in vessels involves injecting a

stream of saline at a constant mass flow rate and at a known

temperature into the blood whose temperature is also known. The

mass flow rate is calculated from the temperature of the saline-

blood mixture at some point downstream from the injection site.

Dye substances with suitable detectors have also been used in

this work. The description of the calculations required to

evaluate the flow rate from marker concentration curves is contained

in reference 90.
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83
In a 3tudy to evaluate the error in the dilution method, the

dye dilution technique and an electromagnetic flowmeter were employed

simultaneously to measure small peripheral artery flow in dogs.

They consistently failed to yield results within - 25% of each other.

However, when cardiac output measurements were compared, the results

■were within - 5% of each other. A maximum error of 6% is claimed

89
in the electromagnetic flowmeter measurements. Lewis et al.

compared renal blood flow measurements in dogs using radioactive

xenon and collection of the venous outflow. In the range 10 to

100 ml/minute they claim almost identical results". Above a

flow rate of 100 ml /minute the measurements varied by a maximum of

i 25%.

A.1.6 Displacement methods

A simple flowmeter registering the mean volumetric flow over

01
a fixed time has been described by Dawes et al." In principle

the system consists of a chamber with two compartments separated by

a flexible bag as shown in figure A. 1.2. Blood is diverted into

the lower compartment, and the saline within the bag is displaced

into the upper compartment to make contact with two electrodes.

The time taken for the saline to travel between the two electrodes

indicates the volumetric flow rate of the blood. This system has

an accuracy of - 4% in the flow range 1 to 50 ml/minute and pro¬

vides short time measurements reneatable at intervals.

A.1.7 Hydrodynamic methods
80 9?

Eydrodynamic methods of flow measurement 5 " subdivide into

two types, those based on the registration of pressure differences
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Figure a.1.2. a diagram of the chamber of the flowmeter
designed by Dawes et al.
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and those exploiting the force experienced by an obstacle in the

flow stream.

The pressure difference between two points along a tube

through which fluid is flowing is caused by friction and; when the

fluid is accelerated; by its inertia. The contribution caused by

friction is pronortional to the fluid velocity. Two types of

acceleration; convective and local, produce the inertia contribution.

The convective acceleration, that is the change in velocity along

the axial direction between two points, results in a pressure

difference which is approximately related to the difference between

the squares of the respective velocities at the two points.

Velocity may therefore be estimated from the pressure difference

measurement. The local acceleration, that is the rate of change

of velocity with respect to time, results in a pressure change

which is approximately proportional to the local acceleration.

Hence, the velocity may be obtained by integrating the pressure

with respect to time. Examples of flowmeters operating on these

principles are shown in figure A. 1.3. Pressure differences are

recorded by a differential nanometer connected to the meter. The

calibration of these meters in terms of velocity is to various
80

degrees dependent on the velocity profile. Further, volumetric

flow measurements are restricted to those systems whose tube

diameters are time independent. Table 1.2, which has in part been

reproduced from reference 92, outlines the advantages and dis¬

advantages of the different meters.

The second type of hydromechanical flowmeter, in which the

force experienced by an obstacle in the flow stream is measured, is
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Venturi and orifice meters are

based on the generation of
convective acceleration by

variation of the cross-sectional

area of the tube.

V ■

pitot

Pitot meters register the same

effect over a small bundle of

streamlines. The pressure

difference is generated by

creating local stagnation.

pressure gradient

The pressure gradient type is
concerned with the registration
of local acceleration and the

frictional term.

Figure A.1.3. Diagrams of flowmeter transducers which

operate by registering pressure differences.
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now primarily of historical interest. Three main types have been

useds the rotameter3 the electroturbinometer and the pendulum and
80

bristle flowmeter. The rotameter shoxm in figure A.1.4

operates by displaying the displacement of a metal float which

partially fills a vertical tube. The blood, flowing up the tube,

accelerates on passing the float. The velocity difference above

and below the float causes a pressure difference to develop. The

resulting force lifts the float such that its displacement is pro¬

portional to the mean rate of flow of the blood. The calibration

is linear if the rotameter is properly designed and the volumetric

flow rate is measured directly.
93

The electroturbinometer is a stainless steel turbine driven

by the blood stream. The rotor placed in the blood stream contains

a permanent magnet which induces3 by its rotation, an a.c. voltage

in the stator located around the vessel. The frequency of the

voltage induced is proportional to the rotational speed of the

rotor which is in turn proportional to the volumetric flow rate.

04
The bristle and pendulum flowmeters' shown in figure A.1.5

operate by measuring the displacement of a rod or needle placed
r

in the flow stream perpendicular to the direction of flow. The

method of measuring the displacement may be mechanical, electrical

or optical. The body experiences a force Fs which is made up of

two contributions

F ~ C,v +CX<\VZ
Frictional Convective

Term acceleration term

v is the velocity of the fluid acting on the body and c^ and c0 are
coefficients which depend on the viscosity and density, respectively,
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Figure A.1.4. A diagram of a simple ' rotameter.
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blood.
flow

BRISTLE type blood vessel

PENDULUM type

Figure A.1.5. Diagram of the transducers of bristle and
pendulum types of flowmeter.
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of the fluid, the size and shape of the body and on the local

distribution of velocities. The calibration of the flowmeter is

in general non-linear and is a function of the velocity profile

and fluid properties.

All three of these flowmeters require that the blood is
80

heparinized. Even under these conditions fibrin deposits are

liable to collect on the parts in the flcwstream and hemolysis

is probable. Table 1.2 outlines their relevant advantages and

disadvantages.

A.1.8 Thermal methods

Some thermal methods have already been described in the

sections dealing with travelling markers and marker dilution.

There are several other flowmeters based on the measurement of

heat transfer.

°5
Historically the first flowmeter of this type,'' shown in

figure A.1.6jconsisted of a tube surrounded by a concentric water

jacket which was flushed by a constant flow of water at room

temperature. When the tube is located in a cannulated vessel with

blood flowing through it, the temperature increase in the outflowing

water is found to be proportional to the volumetric flow rate of

the blood, providing the density of blood is constant. The slow

response time of the system to flow changes, of the order of one

minute, is the principal disadvantage.
T t ri „ 96,97,98,99=100 . .fc _ ...Later flowmeters ' exploit a system whereby heat

is transferred to the blood from a heated section of the vessel wall.

Figure A.1.7 shows one such arrangement. Two thermocouples register

the blood temperature at points unstream and downstream from the
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heated section. If the system is operated with a constant heat

input, the temperature difference is a decreasing function of the

fluid velocity providing the shape velocity profile does not change
101and the blood properties are constant. Catheter probe versions " *

102
of this system have been developed in which the temperature

sensors and heater are mounted on a needle which is inserted into

the blood stream. The main disadvantages of these floxmeters are

that at zero and lot? flow rates the blood and vessel wall may be

overheated, and at high velocities there is a loss of sensitivity.

Further, for quantitative measurements of volumetric flow rate the

diameter of the blood vessel must be constant. This is a particular

problem with catheter probe flowmeters together with the difficulty

of insuring that the probe location is fixed. The instruments are

capable of detecting reverse flow,' however, the forward calibration

curve may not be applicable since the sensor arrangement is not

necessarily symmetrical.

The overheating problem at low flow rates has been overcome

by employing a constant temperature difference mode of operation

rather than the constant heat input mode. This also improves the

instrument's sensitivity at high velocities^. The isothermal

flowmeter shown in figure A.1.8 illustrates a typical example of

this type^"^. Two thermistors, which are part of a bridge circuit,

are placed in a fixed location in the blood stream. One thermistor

monitors the undisturbed blood temoerature, the other is maintained,

by direct or indirect heating, at a constant temperature difference

above the blood temperature. The magnitude of the heating current

required is a measure of the flow velocity. Again}the calibration
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T, — flowmeter transducer
T — reference thermistor

Figure A.1.8. A block diagram of an isothermal flowmeter.
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is dependent on the fluid properties and the velocity profile, and

for volumetric measurements, the tube diameter must be constant.

In general these flov.meters do not detect the direction of flow.

103
Mellander and Rusinnere developed such a system with a frequency

+
response of 5Hz and an error of - 5% xn the flow range 100 to 1300

ml/minute in a tube with a 1 cm bore. Katsura et al.^^ measured

.J.
flow rates in the range 0 to 600 ml/rainute with an error of - 10%

in a 6 ram diameter vessel. The temperature differences employed

are not stated. Other similar systems use a 5oc^®5j,106i)107 an^

--O—103,10910 C temperature difference.

Local capillary flow may also be measured using a steady

state heat transfer system. The Hensel needle,*^0 shown in figure

A. 1.9, is an example of one such system. It operates in the

constant heat input mode. Since the thermal conductivities of the

individual body tissues are approximately constant, the variations

in temperature in the heated region can be interpreted as reflecting

the mass flow through the sphere of influence of the heater. This

is essentially a method of determining relative flow rates.

Thermal methods of regional flow measurement in tissue may,

however, disturb the physiological conditionsThe temperature

rise may cause local vascodilation so that the flow rates may be

altered by the measurement technique.

A.1.9 The electromagnetic flowmeter

The electromagnetic flowmeter is the most popular type for

the continuous recording of pulsatile flow. The system operates

by monitoring the e.m.f. induced in a conductor, the blood, when

moving in a magnetic field. Tor the physical arrangement shown
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Figure A.1.9. A schematic drawing of Hensel's needle.
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in figure A. 1.10, the expression for the voltage induced in the

blood, V.s is
+R

-ft

where B is the magnetic flux density and v(r) is the instan¬

taneous velocity, v(r) is a function of the tube radius when the

wlocity profile is axially symmetrical. Now, the induced voltage

distribution across the diameter will have a similar form to the

velocity profile so that circulating currents may occur in the blood

and modify the induced voltage distribution. Thurleraann*^ found

that the resulting voltage monitored by the electrodes is given by

Vi
where is the instantaneous velocity average over the cross-

sectional area. The monitored voltage is linearly related to the

instantaneous velocity, v^, and hence the instantaneous volumetric
flow rate. The required conditions are that the magnetic field

is uniform, the conductivity of the blood is uniform and the velocity

profile is axially symmetrical. The principal advantages of this

system are that the blood vessel need not be cut, and the cali¬

bration is linear and, in general, independent of the velocity pro¬

file. Further, it is capable of a high frequency response, is

equally sensitive to flow in both directions and detects such

changes, and operates independently of the density, viscosity and

temperature of the blood. E.m.f.s of the order of microvolts are

picked up by the electrodes and amplified.
112 113

It was first exploited by Kolin 5 ^who used large electro¬

magnets to supply a constant magnetic field, and non—oolarizable

Vr = ej
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Figure A.1.10. A diagram of the basic arrangement for
electromagnetic flow measurement .
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electrodes in contact with the artery. The main problem with the

arrangement was that the electrodes were bulky and only relatively

free from polarization effect3. He later suggested^*^ using an

alternating sinusoidal magnet drive current to overcome this.

However 9 while eliminating the electrode problem, this arrangement
LC

causes unwanted voltages to be induced by the time-varying

magnetic field in the loop formed by the conductor, electrodes and

electrode wire. The electrode voltage V. now contains two com-
2.

ponents, the flow-induced voltage and the "transformer"

voltage Vfc.
Hence y, c ^ s'tnuit ~j~ /< cos oi t

when the magnetic flux density equals Bo sinwt. K is a co¬

efficient related to the coupling of the transformer induced

voltage.

Considerable research effort has been expended in this field

in order to solve the problems defined by Kolin. Various techni-
115

ques have been evolved to minimise the transformer component.

The geometry of wires within the magnetic field have been suitably

designed to minimise the induced voltage and compensating coils

have been added to balance it out. Three important approaches,

shoxm in figures A.1.11, A.1.12, A.1.13 taken from reference 116

are currently used to reduce it further. Two exploit the 90° phase

difference between the flow-induced signal and the transformer-

induced voltage. In 1959 Kolin and Kado**^ and, independently,
1X8

Hestersten et al, described a flowmeter which sampled the

electrode voltage when the quadrature voltage equals zero, that is,

when the rate of change of the magnet drive current is zero.
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Figure A.1.11.The .waveforms and block diagram of the gated

sine-wave electromagnetic flowmeter.
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Figure A.1.12. The waveforms and block diagram of the

phase shift electromagnetic flowmeter.
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Figure A.1.11 ilustrates their solution. In 1962 Olmstead

119
described a second system shown in block diagram form in figure

A.1.12 in which the phase difference between the electrode voltage

and the magnet drive current is measured. This is based on the

fact that the measured voltage is shifted in phase by an amount

proportional to the magnitude of the flow-induced voltage.

The third approach, which is a compromise between the D.C.

and sine wave A.C. flowmeter , was described by Spencer and Denison
120 1213 in 1959. (Figure A.1.13.) They used a square wave a.c.

magnet drive current, thereby providing a steady magnetic field

which switches from one polarity to the other. During the portion

of the cycle when the magnetic field is steady there is no

quadrature voltage at the electrodes. This only occurs at the

switching point, and by using an amplifier which is gated off during

the transients, the quadrature voltage will not appear at the output.

Other sources of interfering voltage have been described in
122 123 124

detail by Wyatt, ' 5 and a large number of modifications

have been described to overcome these. However, in general, the

errors can be minimised, though not eliminated, by careful design
125 126

and construction of the transducer. Manufacturers quote 8

transudcer sensitivities from 20 to 200 ml/minute/^.V with

stabilities in the range 0.25 to lyt^V/hour. In normal use of the
88

instrument the renroducability of the flow measurements is

approximately - 10%. The frequency response'*"'^ is in the range 20
115 +

to 100 Hz. An accuracy of - 5% in the flow measurement is

achievable when the transducer-blood vessel orientation and the

vessel diameter is constant, and when the instrument is calibrated

in situ.
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The a.c. transducers are commercially available for use on

vessels with a minimum diameter of 1 mm. For implant applications

the sine wave transducer is used in preference to the square wave

type because the ampere-turn value required to obtain fields of

equal effectiveness is smaller in the sine wave case. Hence the

transducer is smaller in size and cooler. Typical heat dissioa-
127

tion for a transducer designed to operate on a 4 cm diameter

vessel is 5 watts. These relatively high power levels obtain

because the magnetic flux density is directly related to the
128

electrode voltage. For example, with a flux density of 300

gauss, a vessel diametet of 1.5 cm and a peak flow velocity of

100 cm/sj the maximum voltage generated at the electrodes is

450yaV- Problems arising from the magnitude of the electrode
128

voltage have been found in determining the zero flow base line.

The principle problem in implant work lies in insuring that the

transducer-vessel orientation is fixed. Catheter probe trans-

129
ducers, in which the flow passes around the probe, are currently

being developed.

A.1.10 Ultrasonic flowmeters

This ty^e of flowmeter is also capable of continuous measure¬

ment of pulsatile flow. The design is based on one of two

physical phenomena exhibited when sound waves travel in blood. One

type exploits the fact that the effective velocity of sound pro-

pogated through a moving medium is equal to the sum of the velocity

of the medium and the velocity of sound in the stationary medium.

The second exploits the doppler shift in frequency of reflected

sound energy caused by the relative motion between the source and
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a reflector which, in this case, in the red corpuscles.

Considering the arrangement shown in figure A.1.14 the time

difference, A fc , between the upstream and downstream transit

times of sound waves travelling a distance, D, in the moving fluid
130,

is given by

^Cai ®
_ De-OS Q

C + y C - ^

^ovoc^e 4 2.^0 sra£e ci>lvi.
C*~ w* * C* 1

C is the velocity of sound in the stationary fluid and v is the mean

velocity of the fluid. Hence the velocity of the medium averaged

over the signal path can be determined by measuring the difference

in transit times upstream and downstream. Another possibility is

to comnare the phase difference of the received and transmitted

signals for the upstream and downstream cases. If f is the fre¬

quency of the sound wave then

4 £ = 4>0- 4>u, = ZT7J- At
where ^ is the phase difference between the received and trans¬
mitted signals when sound travels doimstream and ^ is the phase

130
difference for the upstream case. Typical values of AC and

are included in figures A.1.14 and A.1.16 respectively. It is

obvious that the requirements for sensitivity and stability of the

electronic equipment are severe.

131 13?
Franklin et al, s " designed a pulsed flowmeter shown as a

simplified block diagram in figure A.1.14 to measure the difference

in transit tines. The system transmits bursts of sound alternately

upstream and downstream. The transit times are measured and the

upstream-downstream difference recorded. A single transmitter and
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blood
vessel

piezoelectric crystal
iL. (barium titanate)

Ac =
2Dv cos 6

typical values:
c — 1*5* 10 cm/s

D— 2-54 cm.

gate ~e- transmitter

clock delay

v = 1—*100 cm/s
~/o -d

A t — 2*10-^2*10 s

Figure A.1.14.The pulsed transit time flowmeter
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131receiver are used with a switching arrangement. They clain a

minimum error in the forward and reverse flow measurements of - 5%

with an upper limit on frequency response of at least 15 Hz. Under

optimal conditions the minimum velocity that can be measured is

0.5 cm/8. This limit is imposed by instrument stability and noise.

Further,they daim that the calibration is independent of the

velocity profile. However5 this type of flowmeter measures the

velocity averaged over the vessel diameter and not averaged over the

cross-sectional area so that the calibration ought to be dependent
133

on the velocity profile. This argument is illustrated in

figure A.1.15. The problem of the calibration dependence on

velocity profile has not yet been fully investigated.
134

Zarnstoff et al. described a similar system,, shown in

figure A.1.16 in which they measured the upstream and downstream

phase differences of a continuous sinusoidal acoustic wave. The

wave is alternately transmitted unstream and downstream as in the

previous case. They claim a linear calibration of better than 2%.
135

Nobel et al. designed a sj^sten which eliminates the need for

switching by transmitting in both directions at the same time using

two (ifferent frequencies. Each crystal transmits and receives

simultaneously. The frequency response of this system is claimed

to be approximately 500 Hz. A simplified block diagram of the

arrangement is shown in figure A.1.17. The disadvantage of the

system is that the electronic equipment must have excellent phase

stability since two transmitters and receivers are employed. They

quote a sensitivity of 0.7 degrees phase shift/cm/s with a linear

steady flow calibration for a crystal separation of 1.5 cm.
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v=K(R*-r) where K = constant.

V # K Ra
V^KR*

v^;vA«4:3

flow rate = vA7TR'

Signal strength versus flow rate
for flowmeters which monitor
(A) velocity averaged over the

radius, VR ,

(b) velocity averaged over
cross-sectional area> v£ .

for the two extremes of

velocity profile (namely
parabolic and flat).

the

25%

signa
strength

FigureA.1.15.A diagram illustrating the dependence of the
calibration of particular flowmeters on velocity profile.
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A

chopper

J
r_.

B

chopper

ir^- receiver

T transmitter

A (j) —
= 4TTf

2rrf A t
Dv cosQ

c ^l-SxlO^cm/s
D — 2*54 cm.

f = 380 kHz

•100 cm/sv = 1

At

0-03—2*74

2^10 ^2*1cf's

phase
det ector/
comparator

\ display/

Figure A.1.16. A diagram of the time multiplexed
phase shift flowmeter.
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transmitter

1.01 MHz

\/v V\f

mixer

detector —>*■ /display

mixer

FigureA1.17A diagram of the frequency multiplexed phase
shift oscillator
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The second type of ultrasonic flowmeter, the doppler shift
136 137

flowmeters ' is shown as a simplified block diagram in figure

A. 1.18. This is the only ultrasonic flowmeter to be produced

commercially. Sound waves are coupled diagonally through the

vessel wall into the blood stream. The transmitted and back-

scattered signals are mixed at the receiver crystal and the beat

frequency formed is linearly related to the instantaneous velocity

of the reflector particles. The difference between the emitted

137
and received signal frequencies, Af5 is given by

r , _ ZftVeosQ=——

where f is the emitted frequency, v the velocity of the scattering

medium, c the velocity of sound in blood and 0 the angle between tlhe

flow direction and the acoustical axis. The sensitivity of the in¬

strument when used in large arteries in dogs with a transmitted
/ 136

power density of 2 watts/cm'' into the blood is claimed to be

3.5 Iiz/mm/s in the range 3 mm/s to 100 cm/s. The lower limit is

imposed by the circuitry. The instrument output is linearly re¬

lated to the flow velocity within 5% at 100 cm/s.

The disadvantages of this system are that it does not sense

flow direction and the calibration is dependent, to some extent, on

the velocity profile of the flow since back scattering occurs from a

poorly defined central area of the blood vessel cross-section. For

volumetric flow measurements, the diameter of the vessel must be

138
constant. Modifications have been suggested to make the system

sensitive to flow direction.

The dimensions of the piezoelectric crystals used in the flow-
132 139

meter transducer are limited ' by difficulties in fabrication
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FigureA.Ua A diagram of the doppler back-scattered flowmeter
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to a minimum lumen diameter of 3 mm.

A.1.11 Nuclear magnetic resonance

Attempts to exploit the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic re¬

sonance are still in the research stage^' . The theory of the

phenomenon is readily available.»^2,143 Essentially it is con¬

cerned ■frith the behaviour of a nucleus in a magnetic field which

has a steady and tine-varying component. In the case of biological

systems the reaction of the hydrogen nucleus is exploited because

it results in an especially strong signal so that proton magnetic

resonance (P.M.R.) is, in fact, utilised. The proton can be con¬

sidered as a magnet spinning about its polar magnetic axis and ex¬

periencing a force which tends to tilt the axis, thereby causing it

to precess about its initial axis. A steady magnetic field will

tend to align the individual nucleii with the field and a time vary¬

ing field which is oscillating at the same frequency as the nucleii

are precessing will produce a condition of resonance. This resonance

condition may bo detected by monitoring the absorption of energy

from the oscillating field, or by using a coil isolated from the ex¬

citing field to extract the energy absorbed by the nucleii as shown

in figure A.1.19. If the time taken by a nucleus to flow through

the field is of the same order of magnitude as the time required to

generate the resonance in it,then the degree of resonance is limited

by the flow so that the P.M.R. signal diminishes with increasing

volumetric flow. Alternatively if the times are such that the

degree of resonance reaches an upper limit and a saturation effect

occurs then increasing the flow rate will increase the P.M.R. signal.

The calibration of the system is non-linear. Initial experiments
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Figure.A.1.19.A diagram of an N.M.R. flowmeter.
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indicate that in the flow range 1 to 500 ml/minute the response

of the system is reproducable without appreciable error. Another

possibility, in this case for measuring flow velocity, is to use

P.M.R. transients as a method of marking protons and then detect

them at a known distance downstream.
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APPENDIX 2

The Glow Discharge "lechanism

Considering the V-I characteristic of a discharge between

parallel plates shown in figure A.2.1, at the breakdown voltage, V, ,
D

the current increases at constant voltage until the space charge

caused by the relatively slow moving ions becomes sufficient to

raise the potential close to the cathode. This causes an increase

in the field strength/pressure ratio at the cathode surface and an

increase in the emission coefficient, $, so that the voltage re¬

quired to maintain the discharge falls. Further increase in current

produces the glow discharge. In the glow discharge region the

potential, V, and electric field strength E, at any point between

the electrodes are severely modified by the space charge effects

of the charged particles at that point^as shown in figure A.2.2.
The factors(s( , the first Townsend coefficient, and $ which act to

maintain the discharge are determined by the field strength in the

region between the cathode and d* of figure A.2.2.0( is described here

by the equation

A. 2.1

where V is the potential shown in figure A.2.2. The length of the
c

positive column is largely irrelevant to the maintenance of the dis¬

charge. The current density and voltage remain constant over the

normal glow region of figure 4.2.2 so that the cross sectional area

of the negative glow varies in direct proportion to the current.

The equation for current density is

J = 3"0+ (1 ) A.2.2
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c

E (electric field strength)
P ( pressure ) ✓

V A

Townsend

discharge

transition

|egion

abnormal

glow

breakdown
voltage)

10-ir 10" 10"*"

(A)
10*'

arc

discharge

10" 10
-S>

Figure A.2.1. A diagram of parallel plane electrodes and
the V-I characteristic of the discharge between themu.^
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£
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dark

space

4~

+

Figure A.2.2. A diagram of the physical appearance of a

glow discharge, together with the voltage and electric
144

field distribution.

£
-f

cathode faraday
glow dark space

positive column

Figure A.2.3, A diagram of the physical appearance of an
abnormal glow discharge.^
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where J* is the ion current density striking the cathode. This
t.can be shown to eoual

TT(d')J
4.

w%ereJX is the positive ion mobility. Eence

and the condition for stability is

1 0(d'
-

- © A.2.4
6

If the current is increased beyond the point where the whole

cathode is covered by the negative glow, the discharge enters the

"abnormal glow" section of its characteristic. From equation

A,2.3 it can be seen that, in order to increase the current density,

it is necessary to increase the voltage V . This results in an

increase in the soace charge due to the positive ions, and a de¬

crease in the distance d*. The appearance of the discharge also

changes, as shown in figure A.2.3. The three regions which are

discernible are the cathode glow, the dark, space where the electrons

have not yet acquired sufficient energy to cause ionising collisions

with the gas atoms, and the "positive column" plasma. Further

increase in current leads to an unstable condition -'here an arc

discharge may occur.

It is generally necessary to shield those parts of the cathode

from which no sputtering is required. This is achieved by placing

an earthed shield close to these parts at a critical distance,, D,

from them so that no discharge occurs in the intervening space.

The required separation, JD, can be found from the equation^"*
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where « Townsend coefficient for breakdown. The breakdown

potentialj , is a function of the product of pressure and distance

I>. Figure A.2.4 illustrates this relationship (Faschen's Law)

for air, under uniform field conditions.

In the region where the product P x D is less than 2.5,

increases rapidly with decreasing P x L'^indicating that the mean

free path of the electrons is of the same order of magnitude as the

screen-cathode spacing, D. Consequently^ if D is small so that the
product PI) is small at maximum operating pressure, the voltage re¬

quired for breakdown will be greater than the maximum applied voltage

and no discharge will occur in the shield-cathode spacing.
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pressure x distance (torrxmm)

Figure A,2.4. The breakdown potential for air'as a function
of the product of the pressure and the spacing between

14 5
parallel plate electrodes.
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APPENDIX 3

The Effect of a Magnetic Field on Sputtering P-ate

A magnetic field acting in parallel with the discharge field E

is found to increase the deposition rate when the other parameters

are held constant. The explanation of this effect is contained in

the following calculation. Consider the force, F, exerted on an

— — 2
electron moving with a velocity, v, in a magnetic field of B Wb/ra

lL—*—which acts parallel to the discharge field, E,

F = -«(S + (vxS))
E = £r J 8-3*

Sr

=* Fs -e( - iiL ^ +
Jz V

C|r d£
c/f df

0 &£

)

Fr--er6id|„

£ _ pdy.
* dZ

The presence of the centrifugal component, reduces the

number of electrons lost to the chamber walls. The conroonent, Fa

causes the electrons to travel in a spiral path, thereby increasing

their mean free path, so that the energy acquired between collisions

increases, and the collisions are more likely to produce ionisation

of the gas atoms. Hence a larger number of positive ions are

available to bombard the target and the deposition rate increases.
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